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APPENDIX A

ORGANIZATIONS FOR THE SAFEGUARDS REGULATIONS

This Appendix cumarince the various cources which organize the cafeguardo
regulations or other safeguards concerns. In order to select the bases and
identify their elements, a number of safeguards studies and NRC documents were

reviewed. Most of the studies or documents describe safeguards structures;
however, because their purposes differ, the structures which were presented to
support the specific needs or objectives of the document are different.

The two sections of this Appendix present the categories used by various
sources to organize the safeguards regulations. Section A.1 surveys how safe-
guards concerns are organized by NRC. A number of safeguards studies also
provide organizations for various safeguards concerns; these are discussed
in Section A.2.

A.1 ORGANIZATIONS USED WITHIN NRC

A number of sources are available that provide general and specific
classifications which can be used to divide the regulations for the purpose
of structuring. NUI.EG-0377, "The Structure and Drafting of Safeguards
Regulatory Documents,"U) lists sources within NRC.

The NRC has a number of alternative ways of organizing the structure of
safeguards concerns and related activities. Many are also appropriate for
organizing the content or objectives of the safeguards regulations. The

organizations used by NRC can be determined by the interpretation of policy
statements by agency officials, in the documents themselves, or by the way
the HRC organizes itself into separate offices. The sources can be grouped
into four categories:

1. Policy Statements.
2. Safeguards Regulations.
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3. Regulatory Guides.

4. tiRC Organization, and Other Documents.

A .1.1 Organization Based on Policy Statements

The first source of possible organizations for the safeguards regulations
is statements by agency officials; these may be made in the form of speeches or
remarks given before organizations like the Institute for fluclear Materials Man-
agement, issued as formal policy statements, or issued in memoranda to various
persons.

How statements can reflect the structure of safeguards systems are
illustrated by these examples:

Dixy Lee Ray, former AEC Chairman, divided spending in 1974 for safe-*

guards as follows; l) research and development, 2) protection of materials
in transit, 3) physical protection at plants, 4) material control and
accountability, 5) detection and response capability, and 6) regulatory
activities.(2)

Later the same year, the "Proposc.d Final Environmental Impact Statemente

for LMFBR"(3) gave the concerns of the safeguards program as 1) definition
of the nature and dimensions of the tnreat, 2) development and imposition
un the nuclear industry of safeguards requirements directed toward counter-
ing the threat, 3) licensing activities, 4) inspections, 5) enforcement,
6) support for response and recovery, 7) development and testing of safe-
guards methods, techniques, and equipment, and 8) review to assure
responsiveness to changing industrial, technical, social, and political
concerns.

Both statements characterize the safeguards program as defining the
threat, and implementing safeguards systems, response capability, and

vresearch and derelopment. In the case of spending for safeguards, im .ementa-
t'on is directed toward activities similar to the structure of Parts 70 and
73 of 10 CFR. The proposed final impact statement deals with activities of
the regulatory process; e.g., licensing, inspections, and enforcement. These
two characterizations identify the scope of possible bases which can be used
to structure the regulations.

A-2
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The range of possible threats to the safeguards system has been classi-
fied by Carl Builder into the following organization:(4)

1) Objectives
a. Theft
b. Sabotage

2) Focus
a. Facilities
b. Transport

3) Source
a. Internal
b. External
c. Ctmbinations of Both

4) Qualitative Characteristiacs
a. Motivation and Dedication
b. Training and Skills
c. Arms and Equipment
d. Access to Positions of Trust

5) Quantitative Characteristics
a. Time
b. Money
c. People

A more detailed structure for the safeguards re ulations is depicted in
Tables A.1 through A.6, from a threat orientation;(5 this structure also
provides a number of possible elements. This structure characterizes threats
as being either assault or diversion, and groups according to possible actions,
location, and by activity.

The basic structure consists of a matrix of functions related to specific
threats. The specific threats are of assault against both fixed sites and
material in transit, and diversion of material. The functions associated

with protecting against these threats re: detection and response for assault
threats and containment; personnel access control; material accounting; and
response for the diversion threat. Matrices for functions of a physical
nature (Tables A.1-e 4) are dimensioned according to the physical location
or mode of transport. The matrix for response (Table A.5) has response
actions for dimensions. The material accounting matrix (Table A.6) is based
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on the material balance equation. Only the principle elements of each matrix
are shown. For each element, a list of requirements or criteria are specified
in detail. For example, requirements for guards may include training and
qualifications, numbers, weapons, security clearance, and required actions.

TABLE A.l. Diversion Threat-Personnel Access Control
at fixed Site

Iunct6on]5ubsyst_em ,d _ _ _ _ _ _ _Af arm an
Barriers Controls Detec t ion Aids Survettlacre

Of f site (s)

Protec ted Area Ingre n Control Alarm Patrols
Per imet er igre n Cor. trol L i gh{I"p1

i
(CIV

Within Patrols
Protected Ltqhting

Area CCIV

Mater 6al Acccu Ingren Control Occ upied MAAb) I n t er ior
Area Per lmeter fgre n Control Unoccupied MAA Intertor

Dure n A lare=,

Within Mater t al Ou up l ed Ou upted

Ac t eu Area Un:K( up led Urvx c up le 1
Lighting

M e t er t a l

(a) Of f it- means that area of t wuny propert y or urvary-t ontrolled ar ed
t;r,on1 t he f ailli t y perimeter isolation tone.

(b) CCTV = Closed Clrcutt Television
( r. ) MAA = Ma t er i a l Ar c.au Ar ea

TABl.E A.2. Diversion Threat-Containment at fixed Site
functionf$ubsytem

Alarms and
Barriers Arceu Control Detection Aids Surveil lanc e

Offsite(8) Ingre n/tgre n
Control

Emergenc y Control

Protected Area Ingre n Control Alarm Patrols
Perimeter [gre n Control Lighting

Emeroency Control CCTV

Within Storage and Patrols
Protected Handling Lighting
Area Imergency Control CCTV

Meterial Acteu Ingre n Control Occupied MAA [ s t er ior
Area Per tSeter Igre n Control Unoccupied MAA Interior

Imergency Control ;,uren Alarm

Within Mater i al Storage Proreu Occupier; Occupted
Arceu Area and Handling Unoccupied Unoccupied

1 Person /l MBA Lighting

Ma t er i al Tam er Safed
Cont a i ners

Stanjard Container

(a) Of f site means that area of company property or company controlled area
beyorut t he f acility perimeter isolation zone.
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TABLE A.3. Assault Threat-Detect Fixed Sites

function / Subsystem
Alarms and

Barriers Access Controls Detection Aids Surveillance

Offsite(a)

Protected Area Ingress Control Patrols
Per imeter Egress Control Lighting

Emergency Control CCTV

Within Patrols
Protected Lighting
Area CCTV

Material Acces- Ingress Control Occupied MAA Exterior
Area Perimet er Egress Control Unoccupied MAA Interior

Duress Alarms

Within Material Occupied Occupied
Access Area Unoccupied Unoccupied

Material

(a) Offsite means that area of company property or company controlled area
beyond the f acility perimeter isolation zone.

TABLE A.4. Assault Threat-Transportation

iocationLs tisntsefJ~i, MTiTe,- FJ7JJs~and ~ C e.,nitat Ion,

f w_k a2G_!Le LfL Jort t _a,nd_ Reporg Jan1ng
Gener el Pe keqtag Guards and Repor t t %Ipping PIag

f 5 torts Quantity L tett

Road Car go tehic le Guards fmn tc at t an Ito Transfert
E scort/ Guards too Intereedtate
E scorts $ tor age

In'ereedt ate
Stopt

Ate Ce go Vehicle Goards Cansa,n i e at i on Trant ersf

tscort Cree Int e-eed i at e
$torage

5 tops

B e i1 Cago Vahttle Guerds CopumunIc at Ion Trensf ert
E scort Intermediate

$ tor age
5 tops

Sea Cargo tent (le Gowds Escort Cmuuunication Tr ansf ers
% Ipt ' Intermed i at t

Of ficers St orage
$topt

Iransf ers C F go G ear dt Casumme 4C at ion
I Ont t auow%ly
Wanned

$topt Ce go Guards Comumen t rat ton

Cen t I nuow1I7
Renand

Satp@$e Guard %/ L itentee LL( A *
f unc ti sms Esc orts R ec o very Tactical Plan

at le Rec 0*ery Plan

m un tm.iit. info _ t. - ,

\Gbq \'
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TABLE A.S. Physical Threat Response (Assault or
Diversion) at Fixed Sites

Function / Subsystem

Alarms and
Detection Aids Conruanic at ions Planning Organfration

R eceive Alarm Stations Patrol Security
Alarm Alarm Supervision

Annu ciationn

Patrol Duress
Al arms

Assess Alarm Patrol
Threat Annunc i ation

CCTV
Patrol Duress

Al arms

Alert Alarm LLEA

Offsite Annunciation
L'_E A at LLE A

Guards / WatchmenMobilire General Quarters
Onsite Alarm Security

Supervisorforce

Action Remote Aatomatic Guards /Wat chmen

Countermeasures Security
Supervisor

TABLE A 6. Diversion Threat Control and Accounting
(Ending Inventory = Beginning Inventory
+ Receipts - Shipments - Discards) Fixed
Site

Procedures / Objectives
Prevent /

Assurance Detect Response

Inventory Continuous Knowtedge
Tamper Safed
Shif t Inventory

Scrap

Receipts 5/R Dif f erence

shipments Tamper Safed

Discards

Material Balance

Mea surements Control Progras Independent Samples
Prior Measurements

Vertfteation
Control Program

Records and Double Entry Licensee To NRC

Repor ts To NRC
Licensee

Organization Establish Material Independent Functions Management Review
Control Areas Fundament al Material

Management Review Control
Fundamental

Material Control
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Some general
by R. G. Page.(6) goals for an effective safeguards system were described

The set of effective and acceptable safeguer!s must provide
for public safety and security by adequate deterrence of 1) thefts or diversion,
2) sabotage, and 3) hoaxes. Deterrence is accomplished through measures
which a) detect, b) prevent, or c) respond to such acts which may be either
covert or overt. The effectiveness of safeguards may be evaluated by assess-
ing methods to prevent covert theft:

1. Barriers and personnel identification which permit access to
special nuclear material (SNM) only by authorized personnel.

2. Entry, search and inspection of personnel, packages, and vehicles
to prevent the introduction of weapons, explosives, or other
contraband.

3. Alarms and surveillance to detect unauthorized personnel access
to SNN.

4. The integrity of physical barriers to prevent the authorized
removal of SNM through a barrier penetration.

5. Exit searches and inspection of personnel, purchases, and
vehicles to prevent the unauthorized removal of SNM through
an authorized portal.

6. Accounting systems to track the location and movement of all
discrete items on inventory and to monitor in-process material
for indicators of theft.,

7. Systems to detect, in a timely manner, any theft of five
kilograms of SNM.

The effectiveness of safeguards in preventing overt theft by an attacking
group is evaluated by assessing:

1. Alarms, lighting, guard patrols, and surveillance for timely
detection of an assault.

2. Barriers and vaults to delay the attacking force access to SNM
sufficiently long to permit mobilization and engagement of response
forces.

3. Deployment of response forces to assure a timely and effective
response.

4. Communications to assure sufficing for mobilization and deploy-
ment of response forces.

^~'
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The characterization of safeguards from the threat viewpoint is
important. The above categorizations describe the threat in terms of the
nature of the attempt, the direction of its intent, the characteristics of
the adversary and responses. The latter organization above also introduces
objectives of the safeguards systems responsive to the threats as being to
deter, prevent, detect and delay. These concepts, as objectives or goals
for the safeguards system, also appear in other contexts.

Other public statements on safeguards approaches by NRC have grouped
the safeguards concerns along similar lines.(7,8) The same general areas

or groupings tend to cover safeguards concerns to varying degrees and at

various levels of abstraction. The general concern of risk analysis, deal-
ing with potential threats, systems to combat them, and consequences, are
present in the more current formulations. Different perceptions about the
concerns are evident from the different emphases placed on certain attributes

of the safeguards problem. The major concern appears to be procedures
rather than performance and the focus is upon the implementation of a set of
actions or mechanisms whose performance is assumed effective.U

A. l .2 Organizations Based on The Safeguards Regulations

The current regulations concerned with safeguarding special nuclear
material are contained in Parts 70 and 73 (and to a degree in Part 71) of
Chapter 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR). Part 73, " Physical
Protection of Plants and Materials" deals almost exclusively with safeguards

Conversely, Part 70, "Special Nuclear Material," deals not onlyconcerns.
with safeguards but with licensing procedures for facilities not covered in
Part 50, " Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities." Whereas
Part 70 deals almost solely with facilities, Part 71 deals with licenses for
the transport of SNM, a necessity unless a facility is self-contained.
Figures A.1 to A.3 outline the major sections of the regulations.

Other regulations in 10 CFR, besides Part 50, interact with the safe-
guards regulations. They are referenced by these parts to a degree, but
sometimes contain terminology necessary for the interpretation of their
contents. Transportation and safety requirements spelled out by other
chapters also interact with these regulations.

A-8
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SPECl AL NUCl[AR GENERAL
MATERIAL 70.1-70.6

10 CFR PART TO
__

EEXLMPil0NS THE LICENSING ACL Stil0N. USAGE 5NM CONTROL. RECGRD5
70.11-70.14 PROCE DUEE | AND TRANSFERS REPORTS AND INSPECil0NS' OTHER

70.11 70.N j 70 41-70.44
. 10.51-70.59

L_ l

1__, J _._ _.l _ . _ _ 1_q
MATERI AL B ALANCE, ! STATUS TRAN5ff R| Y[ASUREVENT FUNC AMENTAL NUCLEAR4

INVENTORY AND RECOR35! REPOE!5 REPokf 5 ! CrATROL PROGRAM # ATERI AL CONTRA 5
70.51 ] 10.5 1 10.54 | 10.51 j 70.58

_

MODIFICAllON ANC Ef flULNT
REVOC Afl0N OF tlCEN5E MCAITORING

70.61 10.59

FIGURE A.l. 10 CFR Part 70

-.---

PACKAGING OF R AD10ACilVE
MATERI AL FOR TRANSPORT AND

TRANSPORTAil0N 0f RAD 10ACilvE
I I

MATERf AL UNC:ER CERTAIN CONDifl0NS
10 CFR PART 71
_ _ _

--

GENERAL LICENSE PACK AGE OPERATINGEWTN
LICEN5ES APPtlCAil0NS STANDARDS PROCEDURES71.6-71.10

71.11-71.16 71.21-71.25 71.31 71.42 11.51, 71.55 ]

RECORDS
AND REPORTS

11.61. 71.62

FIGURE A.2. 10 CFR Part 71

The principal organizing categories used in 10 CFR separate the
safeguards concerns into:

1. Material control and accounting.
2. Physical protection.

\f
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PHYSIC AL PROTECil0N CINERAL
OF PL ANTS AND MAllRI AL5 I 'I'I -

10 CIR PART 13

_ _ _ - _ . . _ _ _

l
__ __ , _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ -

-- b

PHYSICAI PROTECil0N PHY5| CAL PROTICIION PHYSICAL PR0l[CiloN
PHOM of SNM IN TRAN51I 0F $NM Al flXED SITIs of LICENSED ACilVlilLS

7) $ 73 _ 13.30 13. % 13.49, 73.00
-

mewm --m h

RECORDS AND REPORTS
70.10-13.17

_ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _

FIGURE AM. 10 CFi< Part 73

Part 73 further divides the regulations iito those which control;

1. SNM in transit,

2. SNM at fixed sites,

3. Fixed sites themselves; e.g., not specifically dealing with
material.

This substructure provides two additional organizing categories, although

they are not pervasive among the other parts. The first deals with a separa-

tion between fixed sites and material transit, and the second deals with

quantity and kind of SNM the licensee can possess.

The material control and accounting requirements prescribed in Part 70

primarily deal with fixed sites. Part 71 deals specifically with transit
operations. The various kinds of transit operations or specific types of
facilities are not readily separable in the regulations. For transportation,

the responsibility is upon license holders at either shipper or receiver
facilities and not with the carrier, who is not required to be a licensee.
The physical protet. tion requirements for transportation are spelled out in
Part 73 by specific type of transport used. Separation of the various

} Q [3 NbA-10



facility types is primarily made by exemptions rather than stated explicitly;
in fact, Part 70 deals with all operations not covered in Part 50 " Licensing
of Production and Utilization Facilities."

K owledge of the operations involved at specific kinds of facilities is
necessary to adequately identify the regulations with respect to kinds of
facility. The general types of facilities identified in the safeguards
regulations are:

1. Uranium and plutonium processing plants,
2. Fuel reprocessing plants,
3. Enrichment plants,
4. Power reactors,
5. Medical and research reactors,
6. Scrap recovery, and
7. Waste disposal operations.

The regulations also specify exemptions for the production or use of calibra-
tion, reference, or other sealed sources.

The second category is based on the quantity and kind of SNM that the
licensee is authorized to possess. Levels of control of material depend
also on the type of facility or application. It is possible to identify
five levels of material control based on the following quantities:

1. One gram,

2. Three hundred fif ty grams,
3. One effective kilogram [as defined in 10 CFR 70.4(t)],
4. Five thousand grams [as defined in 10 CFR 73.l(b)(1)],
5. Any amount.

Again, these material quantities are not used throughout Part 70. In the
35regulations, SNM is characterized by enrichment for its U content and by

its degree of inclusion in other radioactive materials. The regulations in
Part 71, dealing with packaging of radioactive material for transport, also
identify materials by radioactivity in addition to quantity. This categoriza-
tion is concerned primarily with packaging requirements and general safety
concerns.

A-ll
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A.l.3 Organization of the Regulatory Guides

The NRC issues regulatory guides in 10 basic categories. The fifth
division, " Materials and Plant Protection Guides," contain the majority of
the safeguards concerns. Two other divisions also deal with safeguards:
Guide 1.17 (".evision 1), " Protection of Nuclear Power Plants Against Industrial
Sabotage" and Guide 3.24, " Guidance on the License Application, Siting, Design,
and Plant Protection for an Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation."
Within Division 5, the numbering system corresponds to the date a guide first
appeared. The subject matter of the various guides is not systematically
related to the corresponding regulations.

A post hoc classification of the present and prooosed guides is presented
in Reference 1. This examination found several possible categories which serve
to characterize their structure, the guides may be divided with respect to:

1. Activity direction.

2. Items of concern.
3. Subject matter.

Activity Direction. Activity direction distinguishes between action
directed toward people and action directed toward things. If the principal

concern of safeguards is the willful misuse of nuclear materials and facili-
ties, then a separation can be made along this dimension.

Items of Concern. The " items of concern" separation is related to
activity direction in that the real concern is what people do to materials

According to the study,(1)' safeguards activities are directedand facilities.

toward 1) protecting materials and facilities from people and 2) controlling
the material and facilities to avoid or detect actions by people.

The recommended format and content for the safeguards sections of a
license application provide potential structural perspectives based upon
licensee plans, standard review plans and license conditions. The formats
appear in two Regulatory Guides, 5.45 and 5.52.

Regulatory Guide 5.45, " Stand:rd Format and Content for the Special

Nuclear Material License Application," gives the following organization:

A-12
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1. Design of Structures, Components, Equipment and Systems
2. Quality Assurance
3. Organization
4. Material Control Areas
5. Measurements

6. Measurement Control Program
/. Limits of Error
8. Physical Inventary
9. Material Accounting System

10. Internal Accounting System
11. tianagement

12. Production Documentation and Verification for Uranium Enrichment
Facilities.

Regulatory Guide 5.52 (Revision 1), " Standard Format and Content for the
Physical Protection Section of a License Application (for facilities other than
nuclear power plants)," deals specifically with the control and protection of
facilities. The contents of Regulatory Guide 5.52 also indicate a set of cate-
gories appropriate to the safeguards regulations. The major purpose of the
guide is to establish the content of the physical security plan. Table A.7
summarizes the contents of Regulatory Guide 5.52.

The general content of the guides is consistent with the usual division
of safeguards activity into " material control" and " physical protection".
Physical protection usually covers both material and facilities. It would
seem reasoaable that a structure could be characterized along three basic
dimensions:

1. Control of material,
2. Protection of material,
3. Protection of facilities.

However, it is difficult to detern.ine a separation between protection of mate-
rial and control and protection of facilities. The organiza tion of the regu-
latory guides does not help resolve this dichotomy.

A-13
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TABLE A.7. Contents of Regulation, Guide 5.52 (Revision 1)
" Standard Format for Physical Protection
Section of a License Application"

Chapter Content

FIXED SITES - PART I AND 11

describe the site with emphasis1. Site and Facility Description e

on physical protection features
including location nf LLEA's
and all alarn, stations

principal design features2. Design Criteria e

relative to design bases and
incidents, criteria and

features

criteria include qualitye

assurance, isolation of areas,
equipment placerient and test
capability

specific criteria includea

barriers, plant isolation,
illumination, access control,
chipping and receiving,
surveillance, communicators,
monitoring, and alarms

establish a QA program to3. Quality Assurance e

assure conformance with
regulations

should include 1) organization,e

2) design control, 3) procure-
ment, 4) instructior,al proce-
dures, 5) document control,
6) equipment control, 7) special
processes, 8) inspection,
9) tests, 10) measuring and test
equipment, 11) handling storage
and shipping, 12) inspection,
test and operating status,
13) corrective action, 14) QA
records and 15) audits

1475 210
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TABLE A.7. (Cont'd)

4. Security Organization management organization ande

security organization

personnel qualifications,e

screening, training

security equipment - weapons,e

vehicles, communicator devices,
uniforms

e duties and drills

5. Security Areas protected areas - physicale

barrier and isolation zones

vital and material access areas -e

specification of vaults, access
locations, material and
processes involved

6. Access Controls e how the personnel, vehicles,
and packages are to be
controlled

badge system - description of.

system, badge , information and
function

e access authorization and
registration procedures

personnel escort and searche

procedures

vehicle acess procedurese

keys, locks, and combinations*

designandper[ormance7. Intrusion and Detection Devices e

characteristics of alarm
systems

monitoring of isolation zonese

e alarm annunciator

e emergency power

A-15
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TABLE A.7. (Cont'd)

describe facilities and8. Central Alarm and Connunication e

System equipment, staffing

describe cormiunication systeme

both internal and off-site

organization and procedures9. Response to Security Contingenci s e

define responses to specifice

events and contingencies

define response actionse

including forces, numbers,
arrangements

e size of force10. Local Law Enforcement Authorities

* kind of assistance

arrangements*

incidents, unusual nccurrences,11. Reports to NRC e

security plan changes

information nn the tests and12. Tests and Inspections e

inspections to ensure integrity
and operability of 1) barriers
and access points, 2) alarms,
3) detectors, 4) communications,
5) other equipment

records of 1) maintenance,13. Security Records a

2) alarm annunciation,
3) security response,
4) authorized individuals,
5) nonemployea access,
61 employees, 7) security plan

* caanges

Tudits of programs and14. Security Audits *

compliance

TRANSIT (PART II)

identify activities15. Scope of Plan .

A -16
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TABLE A.7. (Cont'd)

arrangement with carriers16. Planning e

means of transfere

storage in rc iteo

communications .M T.;...itoringe

protective equipment by vehicle17. Equipment e

e communications

seals, locks, containerse

markingse

personnel equipmente

describe duties and18. Security Personnel e

responsibilities including
1) selection, 2) training, anj
3) qualification

describe operations for19. Operations e

1) communications, 2) escorts,
3) monitors and 4) shipper
responsibilities

notification arrangementsa

trace investigationse

shipper recordse

consignee responsibilitiese

20. Local Law Enforcement e notification and contact
Responsibilities responsibility

program and compliance audit21. Transportation Security Audits e

requirements
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Subject f tatter. The third possible category given above deals with sub-
ject matter. It is somewhat independent of activation direction and items of
concern, which were shown to be highly interrelated. A division based oa sub-
ject matter is primarily procedural and separates: 1) administrative procedures,
2) technical procedures or devices, and 3) analytical and evaluative methods.
The guides are oriented toward procedural rather than performance regulation
and they are predominantly concerned with administrative and technical methods
for material control.

A.l.4 Organization Based on NRC Organization and Other Documents

The NRC staff organization, information gathering systems, and related
NRC documents are all sources for possible structural perspectives. Organiza-
tion charts may be important because the organization helps characterize the
way regulatory actions address or determine the requirements of the regula-
tions. The regulatory process, which includes licensing, standards, and inspec-
tion and enforcement, produces formal written communications which reflect the
scope and intent of the regulations.

The set of offices within the NRC provides a scheme which serves to sepa-
rate safeguards concerns. The formal organization of the NRC appears in Form
NRC-30, " Organization Chart," published by NtC. The offices which are con-
cerned with safeguards are as follows:

Legal flatters (Office of the Executive Legal Direction) deals with*

the legal aspects of the regulations and formal rulemaking.

Standards Development deals with engineering standards, health, and*

safeguards standards including writing regulations and guides.

Nuclear flaterial Safety and Safeguards deals with the development of*

safeguards programs and licensing for all facilities but power reactors.
Programs include security and accountability. Licensing is separated
by physical security and material control. Other operations are Program
Development and Evaluation, Operations and Evaluations which include
Contingency Planning, Test Evaluation, Fuel Cycle Safety and Licensing.

Nuclear Reactor Regulation deals with a number of aspects of power*

reactors including operation, safety, environmental analysis, and quality
assurance associated with licensing private reactors.
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Nuclear Regulatory Research plans and coordinates reactor safety research,*

fuel cycle and environmental research, and associated safeguards research
and deals with systems analysis, operations support and technical support.

Inspection and Enforcement conducts inspection and enforcement in the*

field through various regional offices and performs reviews on a national
level.

One of the NRC's most important sources of information is its inspection
reports. NRC inspectors gather and report information on degrees of licensee
compliance using a set of categories shown in Table A.8. These categories

can generally De separated into physical protection and material control and
associated follow-ups. There is a similarity in form and content between
these subdivisions and those shown in Table A.7 for Regulatory Guide 5.52.

TABLE A.8. Inspection Reports Categories

Areas Content

flanagement fleetings Entrance and exit interviews
Physical Protection Security plan

Security organization
Physical barriers
Access controls
Keys, locks, combinations
Response controls
Central alarm and communication system
Testing and maintenance
SNM protection
Records and reports
Reports of incidents

Material Control and Accounting Facility organization
Facility operation
Measurement and siatistical controls
Shipping and receiving
Storage and internal control
Physical inventory
Material unaccounted for
Limits of error
Records and reports
Management of material control system

Followup Licensee events
Inspection identified problems
Unresolved items
Noncompliance / deviations
IE Bulletin
Headquarter and regional requests
Events during inspection

Independent Inspection Efforts }
A-19



The NRC comunicates information regarding safeguards concerns in both
formal and informal manners. Such comunication may be written or oral.
Informal written communication can be press releases, articles by NRC officials
or letters to or from NRC. Oral comunication such as generic or licensee
hearings are formal whereas speeches by NRC officials or interviews are infcrmal.
Formal, written documents tend to contain the most structured infonnation;
these include the regulations themselves, the regulatory guides, notices, etc.
These documents generally set basic rules and guidelines for all types of
regulatory activity and have the widest circulation.

A classification of the various types of formal written documents is
made in Reference 1. They include:

Legislative--primarily for communication concerning legal requirements*

by a process designed to set general and future standards. (e.g.,
regulations, guides)

Adjudicative--for comunication concerning legal requirements ande

making judgments cbout individual cases. (e.g., license conditions,
notices of violations)

Administrative--~;ommunicating agency conduct. (e.g., organizatione

charts, standard review plans)

Informative--comunicating general information. (e.g., NUREG documents,e

evaluation memoranda)

Self-regulative--produced by regulated entities which may becomee

legislative, adjudicative or administrative documents. (e.g., ANSI
standards, licensee plans, conference proceedings)

Formal written documents form the major sources of possible organizations
(structural perspectives) for the safeguards regulations. This subsection has
considered primarily legislative and administrative documents, based upon
their particular value as sources. Adjudicative documents, another source
within NRC, primarily deal with individual cases. The information contained
in informative and self-regulative documents is addressed in Subsection A.2.

3475 216
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A.2 ORGANIZATIONS USED 11 SAFEGUARDS STUDIES

A number of safeguards studies have been made which present alternative
organizing concepts for various safeguards concerns. This section briefly

surveys several of the documents which present possible structures. The
majority of the studies do not deal with structure per se, but develop struc-
tures while systematically presenting one or more related safeguards topics.
In this subsection, ten studies are reviewed with respect to the organization
and structure of the safeguards concern that they consider.

A.2.1 Report of the flaterial Control and Itaterial Accounting Task ForceOO)

This study defines the role and objectives of material control and mate-
rial accounting within the context of the NRC safeguards objective. It also

assesses current requirements and performance and recommends actions necessary

to attain goals it identifies. To deal with its concern, the report presents
a safeguards structure which allows a focus on the material control and mate-
rial accounting aspects of the overall NRC safeguards program.

The major structura' perspective used by the study is a risk approach.
The stuoy uses NRC guiaelines for safeguards purpose and effectiveness. The

purpose of an "effe'.tive and acceptable" safeguards systems is to provide for
public safety and security. The adversary actions considered are: 1) thef ts
or diversion of nuclear materials, 2) sabotage of nuclear facilities, and
3) hoaxes arising from threatened sabotage or alleged thefts or diversions.
The safeguards purpose is met by four functions which 1) deter the above acts,
2) prevent the consequences, 3) provide protection, and 4) provide assu*ance
in the form of timely information on the status of nuclear material anc
facilities.

Figure A.4 depicts the structure of the above purposes and functions.
Note that a specific naterial type--strategic special nuclear material (SSNM)
is identified as the material of concern. Thus, each function given below
deals with SSNM. The objects of the runctions are given as measures below
each function.

3475 217
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FIGURE A.4. Material Control and Accounting Task Force
Safeguards Structure

I9)A.2.2 Societal Risk Approach to Safeguards Design and Evaluation

The title of this study indicates th overall approach taken. The

safeguards system is defined to be an aggregation of protective mechanisms
which contribute to the reduction of risk. The term " Mechanism" is used to
characterize procedures or actions which are directed to the adversary. The
term " function" refers to the way a particular mechanism affects the adversary;
e.g. each mechanism serves a function. The functions defined in the approach
are 1) deterrence, 2) detection, 3) defense, and 4) consequence reduction.

Mechanisms are separated as being either " passive" or " active". A
mechanism is passive if its effectiveness is not modified by the lack of
detection of an adversary action in progress. A mechanism is active if its
effectiveness depends on or is modified by detection.

The structure given is related to the mathematical description of risk
for an event. The definition of risk is:

consequences _ attempts events consequences
* *unit time - unit time attempt event

1475 218
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The equation states that risk is a function of the frequency of attempts, the
conditional probability that the attempts will be successful, and, the conse-
quences of the event produced. The definition of risk corresponds to the
objectives of the safeguards system which are:

1. Reduce the probability that misuse will be attempted.

2. Reduce the probability to an acceptable level that attempts
will be successful.

3. Reduce the consequences of any successful attempt.

How the risk equation relates to the functions is shown in Table A.9.

TABLE A.9. Functions of the Safeguards System Versus Risk

Risk Equation Term Applicable Functions

'requency of attempt Passive Deterrence

Probability of sequence completion Passive Defense
Detection with Active Defense
Passive Deterrence
Detection with Active Deterrence

Consequence Passive Consequence Reduction
Detection with Active Consequence
Reduction

The safeguards mechanisms which carry out the functions are guards,
barriers, motion detectors, internal control procedures, measurements,
response forces, etc. They may contribute to several different functions in
either an active or passive manner. The mechanisms are considered as
aggregations, not unlike the bases as described in Chapter 2, which make up
subsystems of safeguards. The subsystems are defined so they can be related
to risk for a specific set of adversary actions. Any subsystem structure is
hierarchical where the hierarchy is the explicit choice, in order of importance
of the independent parameters. The report provides 21 subsystems which
are reproduced in Table A.10.
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TABLE A.10. Subsystems in Terms of Subojectives and Adversary Actions

Subrys, tem Adversary
References Safeguards Subobjective Adversary Action Mode

1 Reduce Frequency of Attempt
2 Reduce Probability of Preparation Activities

Sequence Completion
3a Reduce Probability of Unauthorized Access - Force

Sequence Completicn Fixed Site
3b Reduce Probability of Unauthorized Access - Stealth

Sequence Completion Fixed Site
3c Reduce Probability of Unauthorized Access - Deceit

Sequence Completion Fixed Site
4 Reduce Probability of Diversion

Sequence Completion
5a Reduce Probah''ity of Unauthorized Removal - Force

Sequence C tion Fixed Site
Sb Reduce Probabi :y of Unauthorized Removal - Stealth

Sequence Completion Fixed Site
Sc Reduce Probability of Unauthorized Removal - Deceit

Sequence Completion Fixed Site
6a Reduce Probability of Unauthorized Access - Force

Sequence Completion In Transit
65 Reduce Probability of Unauthorized Access - Stealth

Sequence Completion In Transit
6c Reduce Probability of Unauthorized Access - Deceit

Sequence Completion In Transit
7 Reduce Probability of Unauthorized Removal -

Sequence Completion In Transit
8 Reduce Probability of Smuggling of Material

Sequence Completion
9 Reduce Probability of Black Market Acquisition

Sequence Conpletion
10 Reduce Probability of Destruction or Damaging

Sequence Completion Manipulation of Equipment
or Material - Fixed Site

11 Reduce Prubability of External Penetration -
Sequence Completion Fixed Site

l? Reduce Probability of External Penetration -
Sequence Completion In Transit

13 Reduce Probability of Post Possession Material
Sequence Completion Preparation

14 Reduce Probability of Delivery to Event Location
Sequence Completion

15 Reduce Consequences
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Ul lA.2.3 Safeguard Systems Concepts for Nuclear Material Transportation

This NUREG document develops system concepts for the safeguarding of
nuclear materials during transportation. It uses an adversary action sequence
approach directed at specific transportation activities and lisi.s conceptual
design requirements to reduce vulnerability. The modes of transport con-
sidered are 1) rail, 2) truck, 3) barge, and 4) airplane with emphasis on
transporting Strategic Special Nuclear Material. Theft is viewed as the

primary action requiring prevention.

Each mode of transport is considered in the context of a transport
sequence. The activities in the transport sequence are shown in Figure A.5.
Generic adversary action sequences are provided for a specified set of adver-
sary characteristics. These sequences are applied to the transportation
sequences for a vulnerability analysis. For each scenario considered, a set

of safeguards strategies were developed and then used to recommend improve-
ments in the transport safeguards. Table A.ll is an example of a set of
strategies and associated design requirements. Note the use of an objective
statement to link the strategy to a design requirement.

AuneRg N"o

COMPti!E

C0 ROL 70 i LOAD $5NM Cus 0 Y Movt 5sNu AT EXCHANCE

PROCf DtsRig AT ORIGIN DE $flNAil0N CUSTODY

PRt PAP [
(ND

TRANSPORT
IRANSPORT

t0UIPME NT
SIOUENCf

FIGURE A.5. The SSNM Transport Sequence

(

The study discusses the integration of the various recommendations into
the overall safeguards system for transportation. In order to display the

interrelations in the overall safeguards system, a hierarchical relation was
given. Figure A.6 depicts the structure; note that the top level of the
hierarchy would be deterrence since all the subsystems either directly or
indirectly support that subsystem.
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TABLE A.ll. Strategy, Objectives, and Design Requirements

Strategy Objective Design Requirements
(Exenples Only) (Examples Only)

_
(Examples Only)

Minimize transport To lessen the chance of Co-locate or make the
distances the material being facilities close to one

acted upon while on another
the road

Minimize transport To lessen the chance of Increase vehicle speed
time materials being acted

upon Ship during low traffic
hours

Keep transport origin / To keep the enemy Secret procedures and
destination / routing un informed shipping schedules
secret

Intelligence gathering To obtain advance Interface with intel-
along transport route information to uncover ligence gathering

potential adversary agencies
actions so special pre-
cautions can be taken

Haul an escort / monitor- To keep materials under Escort / surveillance /consnu-
ing system guard and their loca- nication system installed

tion known at 611 times

Use transport con- To impose a difficult Proper design of containers
tainers / vehicles that equipment requirement and vehicles
ve difficult to move on the adversary,

thereby increasing the
probabi.lity of detection

Random scheduling To lessen the chance of Random number generation
of movements materials being acted techniques for schedules

upon

3 A75 222
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FIGURE A.6. Interrelations in the Safeguards System.

O2)A.2.4 Master Plan - Division of Safeguards and Security, U.S. ERDA

This document sets the program goals of ERDA's Division of Safeguards
and Security in a way that " details the interrelationship among all the pro-
gram elements" of the Division. The plan is organized along two lines with
respect to safeguards: 1) safeguards design and development and 2) safe-

guards operations. The objectives of the safeguards and security plan are
to:

1. Prevent successful malevolent acts involving nuclear materials
or facilities, so as to protect the public against the risk of
death, injury, and property damage that could arise from such
ac ts .

2. Protect classified information from unauthorized disclosure.

3. Protect government property from thef t or malevolence.

) k] () .
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The strategy which ERDA follows is to 1) deter malevolent attempts, 2) minimize
possibilities of stecess, and 3) minimize consequences. This follows the
general risk approach for characterizing the safeguards objectives. To achieve
the objectives the gr.neral safeguards are divided into:

1. Physical protection--includes personnel reliability determinations
and all those measures related to access controls, physical
barriers, penetration alarms, and armed protective response and
recovery forces.

2. Material control--measures in effect where SNM is handled and
processed that provide constant and ready survei? lance of materials.

3. Accountability systems--keep dato n the location e' SNM
inventories and those proc W res used to verify (throu h measure-s
ments) the physical inventory as compared with bookkeep1?g
records.

Figure A.7 shows the general relation of the safaguards objectives to
the process of safeguards design and development. 'igure A.8 sMws the con-
siderations that are entailed in the implementa+ :on of safeguards improvement.

Improvements are classified as being in one of the above three areas: nhysical
protection, material control, and accountability. Note in Figure A.8 t.iat
inputs from this safeguards improvement process also benefit the regulatory
process.
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FIGURE A.7. Safeguards Design and Development
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A . 2. 5 Systematic Approach to the Conceptual Design of Physical Protection
Systems for Nuclear Facilities (13)

Conceptual design of a physical protection system requires development
of the system to a stage which is adequate for the demonstration of system
feasibility and which has sufficient detail to allow detailed design and
implementa tion. The report outlines a basis for evaluating the effectiveness
of physical protection systems. It describes a three-step approach which
includes:

1. Facility characterization,

2. Development and evaluation of hardware-based safeguards systems
configurations, and

3. Hardware and response force trade-off analysis.

The objective of a safeguards system is to provide four functions:

1. Detection of unauthorized activities and material balance
discrepancies.

<
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2. Delay of unauthorized activities until appropriate response
can be made.

3. Response to unauthorized activities and discrepancies in an
adequate and timely manner.

4. Deterrence of potential adversary actions through public
awareness of the general capability of safeguards.

This study does not consider the function of deterrence. The three remaining
objectives functions are provided by two major systems: 1) physical protection,

and 2) materials measurement and controls. Physical protection requires
access controls to exclude unauthorized persons or contraband, and zone

operations controls to monitor activities and prevent unauthorized activity.
The materials measurement and accounting system is used to obtain infomation

on the quantity and location of SNM within the facility.

The principal concern is formalizing the process of design to allow for
the evaluation of safeguards effectiveness. Figure A.9 depicts the three
phases on which the conceptual design process is based. Evaluation is shown

to occur at each phase of the process. This includes target analysis for
the potential threats and evaluation of critical paths in the facility.

Conceptual Design of Integrated Safeguards Systems (I4)A.2.6

This paper describes a conceptual design process using a systematic
approach. The approach includes definition of safeguards systems, a pro-
cedure for its implementation, and tools required. Conceptual design is the

first stage of the design proceas whereby the designer scopes a complex
probl em. The problem requires structuring for the purpose of implementation
including design interrclationships among the principal components. The
design process provides insight into possible structures for the safeguards
regulations by addressing functions that a safeguards system must perform
and an estimate of how well each function can be performed.
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Conceptual design comprises five major steps:

1. Synthesis--combines building blocks into an orderly strt.cture
that would be capable of reaching system goals.

2. Analysis--quantifies the performance of the system.

3. Evaluation--examines the results of the analysis to determine
whether the system meets performance goals.

4. Modification--depends on the outcome of the evaluation; it
may be desirable to iterate on the first three steps.

5. Summation--compiles results.
I

The first step--synthesis--provides the greatest insight to the structuring
process. The report gives an example for the problem of materials accounting.

The synthesis step for materials accounting has three primary goals:
1) effectiveness as measured by sensitivity to diversion, 2) minimum opera-
tional impact, and 3) minimum cost. These goals must be met by the systems
resources, subject to a set of constraints. The resources are used to per-
form the systems mission which is in turn based on a set of strategies.

'

Figure A.10 depicts the synthesis process.
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FIGURE A.10. Synthesis of Safeguards Systems
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A.2.7 A 5tructured Approach to Inspection (15)

The paper describes a structured approach to inspection, the purpose of
inspection, and its specific objectives. Its intent is to provide the inspec-
tion process with a basis such that inspection results may be expressed
quantitatively.

Inspection is intended to provide assurance that a material or the
system protecting the material is functioning as intended. Traditional
inspection activities have been a management function to confirm 1) quality
of a product, 2) conformance to a standard, 3) performance of a process or
personnel, and 4) presence and quantity of material in inventory. This
paper relates the inspection function to the origin of the threat, the
degree of assurance, and to the inspection body.

The fundamental point made by the study regards the role of assessment.
It is necessary that any system have an inherent capability to measure and
evaluate its own effectiveness. Without such capability, there is no way of
knowing or assessing if the system is capable of doing what is intended. The
study doesn't actually structure the inspection process but rather, deals
with the concepts regarding the role of inspection as part of the safeguards
system.

A.2.8 Some Ideas on Structuring the Problem of Collusion (IO)

The objective of this study is to provide a cursory examination of the
vulnerability of a facility to collusion. Voluntary collusion is a tactic
of two or more people acting in concert to accomplish an objective. The
relevant implication is the need to establish knowledgo and familiarity with
the individuals involved. Figure A.ll depicts the possible modes of
collaboration.

Possible means to detect and deter collusion are presented in the paper.
The approach used is basically a probabilistic analysis. General thoughts
on safeguarding the problem are also presented.
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A.2.9 The Development of a Statement of Objectives for the Safeguards
OUProgram

This study used a group approach similar to the Delphi Technique involv-
ing two workshops to produce a hierarchical structure of safeguards objectives.
From the results of the first workshop, a general set of component-objective
statements were developed. A second workshop was held to develop a formal

structure for the safeguards objectives. Figure A.12 exhibits the resulting
intent structure.

The report indicates a number of difficulties in interpretation of
objectives and conflicts which appeared in the determination of the structure.
It does, however, provide a degree of insight into the interrelationships
between the set of possible objectives of safeguards. At the top of
Figure A.12, the primary objectives are shown to be

to attain acceptable levels of risk,e

to be responsive to public concerns,e

to ensure that the safeguards program is compatible with nationale

energy goals.
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All the other objectives in the structure are desirable in order to
support attaining these primary objectives. The clusterings and order of
objectives reflect equality and level of the relations respectively. A
cluster of objectives can be viewed as a single concept; objectives are
independent if tFey have no supporting relations.

O8)A.2.10 An App.oach to Performance-Based Regulation Development

The notion of performance of safeguards systems and its evaluation is
an important factor in considering structure. This paper presents an
objective-based, hierarchical structure which allows decomposition of societal
objectives, functions, and components in support of the higher-order
objectives.

Performance-based regulations impose minimum acceptable bounds on

system functions which collectively satisfy the safeguards objectives.
When regulations require the performance of system functions to exceed a
specified level, those regulations are performance-based. Performance

requirements can be in the form of design specifications.

The basic framework for developing performance-based regulations is a
hierarchy. At the top of the hierarchy, the basic goal of assuring societal
objectives is represented. The second level consists of functions which
independently or collectively represent the ways to satisfy the basic func-
tion. Subsequent levels, in turn, satisfy functions in levels imediately
above. The bottom level contains functions whose performance can be

expressed in terms of physical parameters. The completed framework has
explicit or implicit performance measures associated with each level.

The paper discusses a conceptual approach, using the above hierarchy,
to develop performance-based regulations. Figure A.13 shows an example

hierarchy for theft at a nuclear facility. The top function is to " protect
the public against the consequences of theft". Two ways are shown which
provide protection. One is to minimize consequences and the other is to
protect against the thef t of material.

A-36
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B.1 DISCUSSI0Il

This appendix provides a taxonomy of a numL 2r of the elements of the
safeguards system. A study of alternative structures exhibited by the
regulations naturally begins with definitions of terms.

As exhibited by the alternative structures given in the main body of
this report, the safeguards regulations are informational in nature. Thus,
the organization of a safeguards system is based upon an interpretation of
the regulations. For puposes of structuring, an organization is defined to
be the collection of all properties producing the behavior of the system.
These properties are referred to as elements.

In order to conduct the first stage of the structuring process it was
necessary to it'entify a set of elements for the safeguards regulations. The
terms which are defined in the following index represent such a possible
collection of elements. The elements are parts of safeguards systems that
may or may not be specified by the regulations.

Rather than simply define the elements ar in a glossary or list, they
are categorized along several dimensions based on actual or perceived ways
they may be structured. One purpose of this study is to identify
alternative conceptual structures for the safeguards regulations, hence it
is assuned that there exists no "best" structure for the regulations.
However, there are a number of logical groupings for the various elements.
These groupings or categories are referred to as " bases."

The categories in the index were selected to facilitate the study of
the content of the regulations. A number of studies which present
safeguards structures as well as the regulations themselves were reviewed
and the various aspects of each were incorporated either as bases or as

elements. Definitions for some of the elements are forma ly given by the
regulations, others were inferred by the context in which ti.cy are used, and
others are given in several of the glossaries which are currently
available. Sources for the definitions are provided as notes at the end of
t'he index. For those elements not described in the literature, informal
definitions were developed.
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The index has been used as botn a tool for the structuring process and
to help identif3 content of the regulations. The informational structure of

the safeguards regulations deals with a number of concerns including
objectives, functions, mechanism, procedures and activities. Each of the
bases deals with one or more of these concerns. The elements within a given
'oase characterize the attributes of that base. The use of the index as a
structuring tool is discussed in the body of the report.

The index is organized into thirty-three different bases. Each
contains as many as thirty elements. the first page of the index lists the
bases in key-word form. The index then lists the elements contained in that
base and gives a definition for each. Where not self-explanatory, a brief
discussion or definition is provided which characterizes the concern with
which the base deals. Elements are not arranged in any particular order
(alphabetical or otherwise) since the information system ?lscussed in
Appendix C has an ordering capability. Tc facilitate the look-up of
specific terms, an alphabetical listing of elements is given at the end of

the index.
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1. REGULATORY REQUIREMENT

A. Goal Requirement

B. Performance Requirement

C. Procedural Requirement
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U)1. REGULATORY REQUIREMENT

Regulatory Requirement - Legal requirements stipulated by the Code of
Federal Regulations regarding form and detail.

A. Goal Requirement - gives the primary purpose or objective
to be achieved. It answers the question "What output must be

achieved?"

B. Performance Requirement - gives the output and level of
achievement required but does not prescribe the procedures
or methods except in a general way. It provides a quantita-

tive basis for measuring compliance. It answers the ques-
tion "how much output must be achieved?"

C. Procedural Requirement - gives the action the regulatee must
take; i.e., it prescribes the required procedures, actions,
frequencies, and perhaps hardware. It answers the question
"What and perhaps how much input must be used?"

B-6



2. REGULATORY ACTIVITY

A. Rulemaking

B. Licensing
C. Amendments to licenses

D. Appeals

E. Inspection
F. Enforcement

G. Research

H. Guidance and/or standards
I. Environmental impact analysis
J. Technology transfer

1475 242
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TERMS - BASE 2: REGULATORY ACTIVITY

Regulatory Activity - Those activities conducted by the Nuclear Regulatory
Comission to meet the requirements of their charter. It entails such
supportive functions as proposing safeguards legislation, promulgating
regulations, providing regulatory guides, disseminating information
concerning penalties for theft and rewards for information about potential
or actual thef ts, assisting in the analysis of intelligence information,
conducting a safeguards research program, and assessing the effectiveness of
safeguards across the licensed nuclear industry.

A. RULE MAKING - The issuance, amendment and repeal of
regulations.( ) Includes rule development, the publication and
public coment process, evaluation of coments, and final issuance.

B. LICENSING - The process of granting a license, including evaluation
of application, license review, conduct of hearings, etc.

a. license - except where otherwise specified, means a license
issued pursuant to the requirements of parts 50, 70, and 71,
CFR Chapter 10.(3)

C. AMENDMENT TO LICENSES - Submission of an application for amendment

to a license by licensee desiring to make a change or by the NRC on

its own initiative.(4) See 10 CFR 70.32(b).
D. APPEALS - requests by applicants, licensees, intervenors, or other

parties, for reconsideration of regulatory decisions.

E. INSPECTIONS - Official examination or review. Each licensee and
each holder of a construction permit shall permit inspection, by
duly authorized representatives of the Comission, of his records,
premises, activities, and of licensed materials in possescion or
use, related to license or construction permit as may be necessary
to effectuate the purpose of the act. )

Also see 10 CFR Part 70, Sections 70.55(6) and 71.63.(7)

F. ENFORCEMENT - To compel observance of the regulations by defining
violations and by actions such as injunctions and penalties. An
injunction or other court order may be obtained prohibiting any
violation of any provision of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as

B-7
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amended, or Title II of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, or
any reguletion or order issued thereunder. A court order may be
obtained for the payment of a civil penalty imposed pursuant to
section 234 of the Act for violation of section 53, 57, 62, 63, 81,
82, 101, 103, 104, 107, or 109 of the Act, or section 206 of the
Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, or any rule, regulation, or
order issued thereur. der, or any term, condition, or limitation of
any license issued thereunder, or for any violation for which a
license may be revoked under section 186 of the Act. Any person
who willfully violates any provision or order issued thereunder may
be guilty of a crime and, upon conviction, may be punished by fine
er imprisonment or both, as provided by law. 40 FR 8793, Mar. 3,

1975.(8-11)

G. RESEARCH - Research and development means: (1) theoretical
analyses, exploration, or experimentation; or (2) the extension of
investigative tindings and theories of a scientific or technical
nature into practical application purposes, including the
experimental production and testing of models, devices, equipment,
materials, and processes.(I2)

H. GUIDANCE and/or STANDARDS - Development of regulation criteria,

guidelines, standards, and codes regarding safeguards aspects
of locations, design, construction, and operator of nuclear
f acilities; and management and uses of nuclear materials held

by licensees.

I. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS - Analysis which provides input

balancing economic as well as environmental costs and benefits
as to whether or not a specific action, e.g., licensed activity,

can be implemented in an environmentally acceptable manner.

J. TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER - The dissemination of research results to
nuclear industry through technical reports, journal papers,
guides, consensus standard and other informational processes
en design methods, models, and procedures.

-
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3. DESIGNATED PARTY

A. Licensees

B. Designers

C. Construction contractor
D. Nonlicensees

E. Government boards, conmissions

F. Employees of licensee

G. Carriers
H. Security escorts
I. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

J. United States
K. Agreement State

L. Creditor
M. Physician
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TERMS - BASE 3: DESIGNATED PARTY

DESIGNATED PARTY - the identified individuals or groups who must

comply with regulations or are legally responsible for noncompliance.

PERSON - means (1) any individual, corporation, partnership, firm,
association, trust, estate, public or private institution, group,
Government agency other than the Commission or the Administration,
except that Da Administration shall be considered a person within the
meaning of the regulations in this part to the extent that its
facilities and activities are subject to the licensing and related
regulatory authority of the Commission pursuant to section 202 of the
Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (88 Stat. 1244),I9) any State or

any political subdivision of or any political entity within a State,
any foreign government or nation or any nelitical subdivision of any
such government or nation, or other entity; and (2) any legal
successor, representative, agent, or agency of the foregoing.(ll8)

A. LICENSEES - Those persons authorized through the systems established

by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to possess or use special

nuclear material.

B. DESIGNERS - Architects or engineers responsible for design of
facilities or equipment.

C. CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTOR - The individual or organization performing

construction or providing matarial for construction of a facility
or process.

D. NONLICENSEES - Auditors, consultants, and other parties providing

services to the licensee (other than authorized individuals).

E. GOVERNMENT BOARDS, COMMISSIONS - Government agencies other than the

NRC including Atomic Safety and Licensing Board, Appeals Boards,
State Agencies, etc., who interact formally with the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.

,A75 N
B-10



F. EMPLOYEES OF LICENSEE - including:

Authorized individual - any individual including an emplayee, a
consultant, or an agent of a licensee who has been designated in
writing by the licensee to have responsibility to enter a security
area or for surveillance of special nuclear material.0 3)

Guard - a uniformed individual with a firearm whose primary duty is
the protection of special nuclear material against theft and/or the
protection of a plant against radiological sabotage. )

Watchman - an individual, not necessarily uniformed or armed with a
firearm, who provides surveillance for a plant and the special
nuclear material therein in the course of performing other
duties.I )

Accountants - individuals performing the safeguards function of
accounting. (BASE 23)

Safeguards manager - the manager of the safeguards organization or
of specific functions within the safeguards system such as material
control manager and accounting or security manager.(BASE 22)

Process managers - mnagers of the facility or its specific
operations.

Operators - employees performing functions of facility operation.

Technicians, analysts - employees performing evaluative or
technical functions such as measuring or assay.

Armed response individual - a trained and qualified person not
necessarily uniformed whose primary duty in the event of attempted
theft of SNM and/or sabotage of the facility shall be to respond,
armed and equipped to prevent, delay or neutralize such acticns.

G. CARRIERS - Any person (or crganization) engaged in i.he

transportation of passengers or property, as cormion, contract, or
private carrier, or freight forwarder, as those terms are used in
the Interstate f.7mmerce Act, as amended, or the U. S. Postal
Service.(D) (Includes warehousemen, shipping agents, freight
forwarders, etc.)

"-"
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H. SECURITY ESCORT - Any person engaged in the protection of special

nuclear material in transit or transfer by accompanying that
activity.

I. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION (ll7) - The organization charged

with the responsibility for authorizing the possession and use of
special nuclear material and for assuring that such possession and
use is not inimical to the public health and safety or the national
defense and security.

J. UNITED STATES - When used in a geographical sense, includes all

territories and possessions of the United States, the Canal Zone

and Puerto Rico.(121)

K. AGREEMENT STATE - As designated in Part 150 of Chapter 10 CFR means

any State with which the Commission has entered into an effective
agreement under subsection 274b. of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954,

"Non-agreement State" means any other State.(122)as amended.

L. CREDITOR - Includes, without implied limitation, the trustee under

any mortgage, pledge, or lien on special nuclear material made to
secure any creditor, any trustee or receiver of the special nuclear
material appointed by a court of competent jurisdiction in any
action brought for the benefit of any creditor secured by such
mortgage, pledge, or lien, any purchaser of such special nuclear
material at the sale thereof upon foreclosure of such mortgage,

pledge, or lien or upon exercise of any power of sale contained
therein, or any assignee of any such purchaser.(123)

M. PHYSICIAN - An individual licensed by a state or territory of the
United States, the District of Columbia or the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico to dispense drugs in the ,sactice of Medicine.(124)
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4. SAFEGUARDS INTENTS

A. Prevention
B. Deterrence

C. Containment

D. Control
E. Detection
F. Apprehension and recovery
G. Consequence reduction

H. Protection
I. Defense
J. Assurance
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TERMS - BASE 4: SAFEGUARDS INTENTS

SAFEGUARDS INTENTS - Aims or purposes of the safeguards system.

A. PREVENTION - The interruption of an adversary action sequence at

any stage (BASE 32) from conception to completion.

B. DETERRENCE - That function or activity whereby an e iersary is
influenced to decide to stop a sequence designed to obtain or
misuse special nuclear material or to decide agiinst commencing
such a sequence. (BASE 19)

C. CONTAINMENT - To keep an event within prescr', bed bounds, or to

limit access to materials.

D. CONTROL - To exercise direction over use and location of SNM.

E. DETECTION - A determination that an adversary action sequence

(BASE 32) is in progress, or has been completed.

F. APPREHENSION AND RECOVERY - Legal arrest of unauthorized possessors

and retrieval of nuclear material that exists outside the
procedures and criteria specified by the Code of F0deral
Regulations. (Not an NRC fuction except for contingency plans).

G. CONSEQUENCE REDUCTION - An action to reduce the loss to society

should an adversary action (BASE 31) be perpetrated. Also refers
to the aggregated effect of the entire safeguards system and its
function.

H. PROTECTION - To guard against the occurrence of an event.

I. DEFENSE - The capability to prevent or reduce the possibility of an
adversary from completing a sequence designed to obtain or misuse

special nuclear material.

J. ASSURANCE - Measures to satisfy the hRC and the public that

safeguards are in place and can provide protection against
attempted acts of theft, diversion, or sabotage that would
significantly increase the risk to the public health, injury, or
property damage. 026)

""
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5. FACILITY TYPE

A. Power reactor
B. Research and test reactor
C. Fuel production or fabrication

D. Fuel reprocessing
E. Waste storage, interim
F. Final storage
G. Spent fuel storage
11. Enrichment plant
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TERMS - BASE 5: FACILITY TYPE

FACILITY - A reactor, a critical facility, a conversion plant, a
fabrication plant, a reprocessing plant, an isotope separation plant,
or a nuclear material storage location, containing or to contain
nuclear material.07.a) An education institution, manufacturing
plant, laboratory, office, or building. 0 7.b) A production facility
or a utilization facility as defined in Section 50.2 of Chapter 10
CFR. Fixed sites where nuclear material are located. (See below.)

PRODUCE - when used in relation to special nuclear material, means
(1) to manuf acture, make, or refine special nuclear material;
(2) to separate special nuclear material from other substances in
which such material may be contained; or (3) to make new special
nuclear material;(II9)

" Production facility" means:

(1) Any nuclear reactor designed or used primarily for the
formation of plutonium or uranium-233; or

(2) Any facility designed or used for the separation of the
isotopes of uranium or the isotopes of plutonium, except laboratory
scale facilities designed or used for experimental or analytical
purposes only; or

(3) Any f acility designed or : sed for the processing of irradiated
materials containing special nuclear naterial, except (i)
laboratory scale facilities designed or used for experimental or
analytical purposes, (ii) facilities in which the only special
nuclear materials contained in the irradiated materials to be
processed are uranium enriched in the isotope U-235 and plutonium
produced by the irradiation, if the materials processed contains
not more than 10-6 grams of plutonium per gram of U-235 and has

fission product activity not in excess of 0.25 millicuries of

fission products per gram of U-235, and (iii) facilities in which
processing is conducted pursuant to a license issued under Parts 30
and 70 of Chapter 10 CFR, or equivalent regulations of an Agreement
State, for the receipt, possession, use, and transfer of irradiated
special nuclear material,

3-1G
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which authorizes the processing of the irradiated material on a
batch basis for the separation of selected fission products and
limits the process batch to not nore than 100 grams of uranium
enriched in the isotope 235 and not more than 15 grams of any other
special nuclear material.0 8)

" Utilization facility" means:
dMy nuclear reactor other than one desi ned or used primarily for
the formation of plutonium or U-233. 05

A. POWER REACTOR - Means a nuclear reactor of a type described in

sections 50.21(b) or 50.22 of Chapter 10, CFR designated to produce
electrical or heat energy.0 9)

50.21(b) -(l) A production or utilization facility the construction
or operation of which was licensed pursuant to subsection 104b of
the Act prior to December 19, 1970;

(2) A production or utilization facility for industrial or
commercial purposes constructed or operated under an arrangement
with the Administration entered into under the Cooperative Power
Reactor Demonstration Program, except as otherwise specifically
required by applicable law; and

(3) A production or util.ization facility for industrial or
commercial purposes when specifically authorized by law.( 0)

50.22 - (a) A class 103 license will be issued, to an applicant
who qualifies, for any one or more of the following: to transfer

or receive in interstate commerce, manuf acture, produce, transfer,
acquire, possess, use, import, or export under the terms of an
agreement for cooperation, a production or utilization facility for
industrial or commercial purposes; provided, however, that in the
case of a production or utilization facility which is useful in the
conduct of research and development activities of the types
specified in section 31 of the Act, such facility is deemed to be
for industrial or commercial purposes if the facility is to be used
so that more than 50 percent of the annual cost of owning and
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operating the f acility is devoted to the production of materials,
to the sale of services, other than research and development or

education or training. (Secs. 103, 161; 68 Stat. 948, 84 Stat.
1472; 42 U.S.C. 2133, 2201) 28 DR 11446, May 8, 1973 (20)

B. RESEARCH AND TEST REACTOR "Research reactor" means a nuclear
reactor licensed by the Commission under the authority of
subsection 104c of the Act and pursuant to the provision of section
50.21(c) Chapter 10 CFR for operation at a thermal power level of
10 MW or less, and which is not a testing facility as defined by
paragraph (m) of section 170.3 Chapter 10 CFR.(21)

" Testing f acility" means a nuclear reactor licensed by the
Commission under the authority of subsection 104c of the Act and

pursuant to the provisions of 50.21(c) of Chapter 10 CFR for
operation at:

(1) A thermal power level in excess of 10 MW; or

(2) A thermal power level in excess of 1 MW, if the reactor is
to contain:

(i) A circulating loop through the core in which the
applicant proposes to conduct fuel experiments; or

(ii) A liquid fuel loading; or

(iii) An experimental facility in the core of exc..ss
of 16 square inches in cross-section.(22)

C. FUEL PRODUCTION OR FABRICATION " Fabrication." In nuclear

material management, the manuf acture of fuel elements for a

reactor.(23)
" Plutonium Process and Fuel Fabrication Plant" means a plant in

which the following operations or activities are conducted.

(1) Operations for manut octure of reactor fuel containing
plutonium, including any of the following:

(i) Preparation of fuel material;

(ii) Formation of fuel material into desired shapes;

(iii) Application of protective cladding
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(iv) Recovery of scrap material; and

(v) Storage associated with such operations; or

(2) Research and development activities involving any of the
operations described in subparagraph (1) of this paragraph, except
for research and development activities utilizing unsubstantial
amounts of olutonium.(24)

D. FUEL REPROCESSING - The processing of nuclear fuel, after its use
in a reactor to remove fission products and recover fissile,
fertile, and other valuable materials.(22)

E. INTERIM STORAGE: Storage operations for which (a) monitoring and
human control are provided and (b) subsequent action involving
treatment, transportation, or final disposition is expected.(26)
Culcepts for interim storage include bulk and unitized storage of
solid, liquid, and gaseous wastes. (See BASE 9-F for waste
definition)

F. FINAL STORAGE - Storage operations for which (a) no subsequent

waste treatment or transportation operations are anticipated and
(b) conversion to disposal (i.e., termination of monitoring and
human control) is considered possible.(28) The current concept

for final storage is emplacement of wastes in geologic formations.
The geologic formations may De on or near the earth's surface and

augmented by engineering technology (i.e., burial grounds), or
subsurf ace and augmented with engineering technology.

G. SPENT FUEL STORAGE - In the uranium fuel cycle initially conceived

for light water reactors (LWR) spent fuel was to be discharged from

the reactors and then stored (at the reactor site) for five
months. This cooling period would allow short-lived radioactive
isotopes to decay and thereby reduce the heat generated. After the
cooling period, the fuel was to be shipped to a chemical
reprocessing plant, which would recover uranium and plutonium.
Water-cooled storage of either base spent fuel or a package of fuel
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would normally be in a near-surf ace f acility with water-filled cells of
heavily reinforced concrete lined with stainless steel.(29)

H. ENRICHMENT PLANT - a f acility that increases the amount of U-235 in

uranium. (See BASES 9-I and 10-F)
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6. FIXED SITE OPERATION

A. Mining

B. Milling

C. Refining
D. Scrap recovery
E. Chemical separation
F. Enrichment

G. Fuel fabrication
H. Chemical conversion
I. Assay

J. Irradiation
K. Waste glassification
L. Interim storage, fuel
M. Interim storage, waste
N. Final storage
0. Utilization
P. Power production
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TERMS - BASE 6: FIXED SITE OPERATIONS

FIXED SITE OPERATIONS - Production activities and physical processes

that take place at facilities. (BASE 5)

A. MINING - The excavation of the earth for the purpose of extracting

ores, e.g. uranium.

B. MILLING - The grinding of ores to fine particle size. A uranium
mill extracts uranium from the ore by mechanical and chemical

processing of the mineral into a semi-refined product, commonly
called "yellowcake," which contains 70-90% U 0 -38

C. REFINING - The removal of undesirable elements, oxides, etc., and

of gases from are to improve its purity.

D. SCRAP REC 0VERY -

Scrap: The byproduct forms of source and special nuclear materials
generated during chemical and mechanical processing which are
unsuitable fri use as finished product.( 0)

The term used for the nuclear material which accumulates during the
fabrication of fuel elements, which may be recovered in a
fabrication plant or a conversion plant.(31)

Scrap, Nonrecoverable: Scrap not economically recoverable at
present nor in the foreseeable future.(32)

Scrap, Potentially Recoverable: Scrap which cannot be economically

recovered at present but whose recovery appears likely to become

feasible in the future.(33)

Scrap, Recoverable: Scrap containing nuclear materials which can be
reclaimed economically as suitable feed by means of existing plant

facilities.(30)

E. CHEMICAL SEPARATION - The isolation of an element from a mixture by

taking advantage of the element's chemical characteristics - used
for fuel fabrication and reprocessing. Examples include solvent

extraction and ion exchange.

)N-rf
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F. ENRICHMENT - (1) The process of increasing the relative
concentration of a desired constituent (especially an isotopic

constituent).I") (2) A number representing the degree of
enrichment (above), expressed, for example, as weight per cent of
U-235 in uranium (23)
(Gaseous diffusion is the technology often used for performing the
enrichment operation)

G. FUEL FABRICATION - Fabrication: In nuclear materials management,

the manufacture of fuel elements for a reactor.(23) Includes

casting, machining, extraction and encapsulation.

In a light water reactor fuel fabrication plant, the following main
operations might be carried cut:

(1) UF is converted to UO '6 2

(2) Pellets of the U0 are formed and sintered to the desired2

density.

(3) The pellets are loaded into Zircaloy tubes.

(4) The tubes are fitted with end caps which are then welded into
place.

(5) The tubes (fuel elements) are assembled into fixed arrays
to be handled as fuel assemblies.

For plate fuel fabrication, melting, rolling, annealing, machining
and inspection can be involved. An additional operation consists
of recovery of uranium from scrap and material failing to meet the
specification.(34)

H. CHEMICAL CONVERSION - Conversion: A process by which the chemical

or physical properties of a material are changed so as to
facilitate further use, usually fluorination or purification of
mixed oxides.

I. ASSAY - To determine the concentration of the principal
constituent of interest, sometimes by nondestructive means.
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J. IRRADIATION - Exposure of a target material to some form of
emissions from a radiation source; i.e., x-rays, neutrons, or other

radiation.

At the reactor, fresh-fuel assemblies are placed iri the reactor
core, and each is burned at a specific power and for a total
burnup* that may be the result of a complex decision process aimed
at overall ec';r,emic optimization.(35)

* Specific power, commonly expressed in units of thermal megawatts
per metric ton of uranium (MW/MTU), represents the rate at which
energy is extracted from the fuel, and the burnup commonly
expressed in thermal megawatt-days per metric ton of uranium
(mwd /MTU), represents the total energy extracted. For MOX fuel,
the unit of fuel is a metric ton of heavy metal (MTHM), i.e., a
metric ton of (U + Pu).

K. WASTE GLASSIFICATION - The vitrification of waste into glass for
permanent waste storage.

L. INTERIM STORAGE, FUEL - Spent Fuel Storage: In the uranium fuel
cycle initially conceived for light water reactors (LWR), spent
fuel was to be discharged from the reactors and then allowed to
cool (at the reactor sites)'for five months. This cooling period
would allow short-lived radioactive isotopes to decay and thereby
reduce the heat generated. After the cooling period, the fuel was
to be shipped to a chemical reprocessing plant, which would recover
uranium and plutonium. Water-cooled storage of either base spent
fuel or package of fuel would normally be in a near-surface
f acility with water-filled cells of heavily reinforced concrete
lined with stainless steel.(36)

M. INTERIM STORAGE, WASTE - There are several points during the

operational sequence of an integrated waste management program at
which interim storage may be provided for various waste forms. The
interim storage may be a holding, or surge, point between
operations, as is the case with interim 1. quid storage of both
high-level and intermediate level wastes. Interim storage may also
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be a holding point for final solid waste products prior to final
isolation or disposal.

Storage tech.1 ologies include tank storage of liquid wastes, water
basin storage of spent fuel elements, and warehouse and other
engineered surface storage of solid wastes.(36)

N. FINAL STORAGE, WASTE - Storage operations for which (a) no

subsequent waste treatment or transportation operations are
anticipated and (bi conversion to disposal (i.e., termination of
monitoring and human control) is considered possible.(37)

The current concept for final storage is emplacement of astes in
geologic formations. The geologic formations may be on or near the
earth's surface or subsurface and augmented by engineering
technology (e.g., burial grounds).

O. UTILIZATION " Utilization facility" means any nuclear reactor
other than one designed or used primarily for the formation of
plutonium or U-233.(38)

" Utilization facility" means (1) any equipment or device, except
an atomic weapon, determined by rule of the Commission to be
capable of making use of special nuclear material in such quantity
as to be of significance to the common defense and security, or in
such manner as to affect the health and safety of the public, or
peculiarly adapted fa making use of atomic energy in such quantity
as to be of significance to the common defense and security, or in
such manner as to affect the health and safety of the public; or
(2) any important component part especially designed for such
equipment cr device as determined by the Comission.( 9)

" Utilization facility" means any ruclear reactor other than one
used primarily for the formation of plutonium or U-233 and any
other equipment or device determined by rule of the Commission to
be a utilization facility within the preview of subsection llcc of

the Act.(40)

P. POWER PRODUCTION - The production of electrical power by a nuclear

reactor. (BASE 5.B)
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7. TRANSIT

A. Road

B. Air

C. Rail

D. Sea

E. Transfer
F. Interim Storage
G. Stops

H. Internal Waterway

I. Import - Export
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TERMS - BASE 7: TRANSIT

Transport: any land, sea, or air conveyance ( )

Transi t: - operations, activities and modes us!d in the transportation
of nuclear material.

A. ROAD - conveyances used on roads or highways. These include:

armored cargo vehicles, vehicles specially designed to undergo
immobilization to delay penetration (e.g. SST safe secure trailer),
public shippers, and exclusive use vehicles.

B. AIR - Alternative shipping techniques available via aircraft.
Methods of transport include: public shippers (cargo), exclusive
use shippers, or U.S. certified shippers.

C. RAIL - Alternative modes of rail transport including exclusive use
trains or as cargo.

D. SEA - Alternative modes of sea transport including: securely

locked compartments, container ships, container surrounded;
domestic or exclusive use.

E. TRANSFER - the physical movement from one conveyance to another at

points external to facilities.

F. INTERIM STORAGE - the storage of material on a temporary basis

during transfer.

G. STOPS - locations in the transport system or routes designated for
stopping of conveyance.

H. INTERNAL WATERWAY - A river, channel, canal, or other navigable

body of water within the continental United States used
for transport.

I. IMPORT - EXPORT - To bring in/ send material from/to a foreign
country - usually an agreement state (BASE 3 -K).
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8. TIME PHASE OF FACILITY

A. Planning
B, Public hearings
C. Design

0. Site approval
E. Commencement of construc+ ion

F. Construction
G. Operational test
H. Normal Operations

I. Maintenance

J. Modification or backfitting

K. Dismantling or decomissioning
L. Threat or alarm mode (abnormal)
M. Criticality
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TERMS - BASE 8: TIME RfASE OF FrCILITY

TIME PHASE OF FACILin' - the temporal aspect of facilities (BASE 5)
which relate to the regulatory process.

A. PLANN!NG - The a priori act ity including mental formulation of
scope, program development, )nceptual engineering and other

assessments erked out before initiation of formal activities.
Sessions in which public testimony is taken prior to issuance of
license.

B. PUBLIC HEARINGS - (a) In any proceeding in which a draft
environmental impact statement is prepared, the draft environmental.

impact stc?ement is made available e the public at least fifteen
(15) days prior to the time of any relevant hearing. At any such
hearing, the Commission's position is not presented until the final
environmental impact statement is furnished to the Council G'
Environmental Quality and commenting agencies and is made avaliable

to the public. Any other party to the proceeding may present its
case on NEPA matters prior to the end of the fifteen (15) day
period.

(b) In a proceeding in which a hearing is held for the issuance of
a permit, license, or order, or amendment to or renewal of a
permit, license, or order, covered by 10 CFR Section 51.5(a) the

staff will offer the final environmental imsct statement in
evidence. Any part to the proceeding may take a position and offer
evidence on the aspects of the proposed action.I )

C. DESIGN - The developa.ent of plans including specification of
functions, detailed engineering, scale drawings, etc.

D. SITE APPR0'/AL - The interim period when the Nuclear Regulation
Commission reviews plans prior to allowing commencement of
construction.
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E. COMMENCEMENT OF CONSTRUCTION - Any clearing of land, excavation, or

other substantial action that would adversely affect the natural
environment of a site but does not include changes desirable for
the temporary use of the land for public recreational uses,
necessary borings to determine site characteristics or other
preconstruction monitoring to establish background information
related to the suitability of a site or to the protection of
environmental values.(43)

F. CONSTRUCTION - The term " construction" includes pouring the

foundation for, or the installation of, any portion of the
permanent facility on the site, but does not include: (1) site
exploration, site excavation, pr'.paration of the site for
construction of the facility, including the driving of piles, and
construction of roadways, railroad spurs, and transmission lines;
(2) procurement or manuf acture of components of the facility; (3)
construction of non-nuclear facilities (such as turbogenerators and
turbine buildings) and temporary buildings (such as construction
equipment storage sheds) for use in connection with the
construction of the facility; and (4) with respect to production or
utilization facilities, other then testing facilities, the

construction of buildings which will be used for activities other
than operation of a facility and which may also be used to house a
facility. (For example, the construction of a colleoc liaoratory
building with space for installation of a training reactor is not

affected by this paragraph.) This paragraph does not apply to
production or utilization facilities subject to paragraph (c) of
this section.(44)

G. OPERATIONAL TEST - Perf od in time prior to commencement of normal

operation wherein system and processes are verified as capable of
normal function.

H. NORMAL OPERATIONS - Facility is operational and operating within its

design basis limits.
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I. MAINTENANCE - The act of keeping equipment in proper condition for
operation. The act may occur during operation or require operation
shutdown. Includes refueling.

J. MODIFICATION OR BACKFITTING "Backfitting" of a production or
utilization facility means ths addition, elimination or
modification of structures, systems or components of the facility
af ter the construction permit has been issued.(45)

K. DECOMMISSIONING - The execution of a program to reduce the

radioactivity levels in a nuclear facility to reduce any potential
health and safety impact on the public.

DISMANTLING - Dismantlement: Fully decontaminate or remove

facility to reduce contamination to unrestricted level.

L. THREAT or ALARM MODE - (See BASE 15-L,M)

M. CRITICALITY - An alarm situation (safety and/or evacuation) wherein

nuclear materials become critical.

CRITICAL - Fulfilling the condition that a medium capable of
sustaining a nuclear chain rector has an effective multiplication
factor equal to unity. (A nuclear reactor is critical when the
rate of neutron production, excluding neutron sources whose
strengths are not a function of fission rate, is equal to the rate

of neutron loss.)
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9. MATERIAL TYPE CLASSIFICATION

A. Special Nuclear Material
B. Source Material
C. Strategic Special Nuclear Material
D. By-Product Material

E. Waste, Scrap

F. Fissile Material
G. Fertile Material
H. Ultimate Product
I. Enrichment Category

J. Material in Process
K. Unopened Receipts

L. Removals from Materia? in Process

M. Additions to Material in Process
N. Sealed Sources
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TERMS - BASE 9: MATERIAL TYPE CLASSIFICATION

MATERIALS (S), NUCLEAR - A generic term used to refer to those
materials of interest to the nuclear industry.(23)

A. SPECIAL NUCLEAR MATERIAL - Means (1) plutonium, urarium 233, uranium

enriched in the isotope 233 or in the isotope 235, and any other
material which the Comission determines to be special nuclear
materials, but aces not include source material; or (2) any
material artificially enriched by any of the foregoing, but does
not include source material.(47)

B. SOURCE MATERIAL - Means (1) uranium or thorium, or any combination

thereof, in any physical or chemical form or (2) ores which contain
by weight one-twentieth of one percent (0.05%) or more of (i)
uranium, (ii) thorium or (iii) any combination thereof. Source
material does not include special nuclear material.f49)

C. STRATEGIC SPECIAL NUCLEAR MATERIAL - Means uranium-235 (contained in
uranium enriched to 20% or more in the U-235 isotope), uranium-233,
or plutonium.(52)

D. BYPRODUCT MATERIAL - Any radioactive material (except SNM) yielded

in or made radioactive by exposure to the radiation incident to the
process of producing or utilizing SNM.(53)

E. WASTE, SCRAP -

WASTE: A term applied to any source and special nuclear material
which is no longer useful. Includes that which has become
radioactive to the extent that the material itself exhibits an
emission of radioactivity of such a level that it must be handled
and disposed of by special methods such as sea disposal, land
burial, or tank storage in order to protect the general public.
Also includes scrap which has been evaluated and determined to be

uneconomical to recover, but which is not necessarily
radioactive.(30)
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SNM SCRAP: Special nuclear material scrap means the various forms

of special nuclear material generated during chemical and
mechanical processing, other than recycle material and normal
process intermediates, which are unsuitable for use in their

present form, but all or part of which will be used af ter further

processing.(54)

F. FISSILE MATERIAL - Means uranium-233, uranium-235, plutonium-238,
plutonium-239, and plutonium-241.(55)

FISSILE IS0 TOPE - means (i) uranium-233 or (ii) uranium-235 by
)enrichment category.

G. FERTILE MATr .AL - An isotope, not itself fissionable by thermal
neutrons, which can be converted into a fissionable material by
irradiation in a reactor through capture of a single neutron per

nucleus. There are two naturally occurring fertile materials,

uranium-238 and thorium-232. When these fertile materials capture

neutrons they are converted into fissionable plutonium-239 and
uranium-233, respectively.(56)

(Compare with Fissile Material .)

H. ULTIMATE PRODUCT - Any special nuclear material in the form of a

product that would not be further processed at the licensed
location.(58)

I. ENRICHMENT CATEGORY - For uranium-235 means high-enriched uranium -

that uranium whose isotope content is 20 percent or more
uranium-235 by weight, and low-enriched uranium - that uranium
vhose isotope content is less than 20 percent uranium-235 by
weight.(59) (See BASE 10-F)

J. MATERIAL IN PROCESS - Means any special nuclear material possessed

by the licensee except in unopened receipts, sealed sources, and
ultimate product maintained under tamper-safing.(60)

K. UNOPENED RECEIPTS - Means receipts not coened by the licensee,

including receipts of sealed sources, and receipts opened only for
)sampling and subsequently maintained under tamper-safing.
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L. REMOVALS FROM MATERIAL IN PROCESS - Includes measured quantities of

special nuclear material disposed of as discards, encapsulated as a
sealed source, or in other ultimate product placed under
tamper-safing or shipped offsite.(62)

M. ADDITIONS TO MATERI AL IN PROCESS - Means receipts that are cpened

except receipts opened only for sampling and subsequently
maintained under tamper-safing, and opened sealed sources.(0 }

N. SEALED SOURCES - Means any special nuclear material that is encased

in a capsule designed to prevent leakage or escape of the special
nuclear material.(128)
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10. ELEMENTAL OR IS0 TOPIC FORMS

A. Plutonium 238
B. Plutonium 239-241

C. Plutonium 242

D. U-233

E. U-235

F. Uranium-enriched
G. U-natural
H. U-depleted

I. Am-241, 243

J. Curium

K. Berkelium
L. Californiu3
M. Lithium (Li')
N. Neptunium

0. Helium 3

P. Deuterium

Q. Tritium
R. Thorium

1475 272
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TERMS - BASE 10: ELEMENTAL OR IS0 TOPIC FORMS

NUCLEAR MATERIALS - Any source or special fissionable material as

defined in Article XX of INFCIRC 66/Rev. 2.

ELEMENTAL FORMS - The chemical description of the materit as a

metallic or molecular species, or a designation based on other material
descriptors such as mixtures.

ELEMENT - Uranium or plutonium (04)

F. URANIUM-ENRICHED -

Fully Enriched: Uranium having a U-235 isotopic percent of 93 or
more.(30)

Enriched Material: Material in which the percentage of a given
isotope has been artificially increased, so that it is higher than

the percentage of that isotope naturally found in the material.
Enriched uranium contains more of the fissionable isotope

uranium-235 than the naturally occurring percentage (0.711).(65)

(See BASE 9-1)

G. U-NATURAL - Uranium whose isotopic composition is as it occurs in
nature, 0.711% U-235.(30)

H. U-DEPLEATED - Uranium in which the percentage by weight of the
isotope uranium-235 in the total uranium pre <,ent is less than that
occurring in natural uranium.(65)
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il. MATERIAL MEASURES

A. Weight

B. Radioactivity
Large quantity
Transport group

Type A and Type B

C. % Enrichment

D. Fissile Classification
E. Effective Kilograms
F. Special Form

G. Formula Quantity
H. Critical Mass
I. Significant Amount
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TERMS - BASE 11: MATERIAL MEASURES

A. WEIGHT - A measure of mass, usually expressed in grams or kilograms.

B. RADI0 ACTIVITY -

Curies: means that amount of radioactive materials which
disintegrates at the rate of 37 billion atoms per second.(66)

Large quantity: means a quantity of radioactive material, the
aggregate radioactivity of which exceeds any one of the following:
(1) for transport groups as defined in paragraph (p) of section
71.4 Chapter 10 CFR; (i) Group I or II radionuclides: 20 curies;
(ii) Group III or IV radionuclides: 200 curies; (iii) Group V
radionuclides : 5,000 curies; (iv) Group VI or VII radionuclides:
50,000 curies; and (2) for special form materials as defined in
paragraph (o) of section 71.4 Chapter 10 CFR: 5,000 curies.(67)

Transport group: means any one of seven groups into which

radionuclides in normal form are classified, according to their
toxicity and their relative potential hazard in transport, in
Appendix C of part 71 Chapter 10 CFR.

(1) Any radionuclide not specifically listed in one of the groups
in Appendix C shall be assigned to one of the Groups in accordance
with the following table:

Radioactive Half-Life

O to 1000 1000 days to Over 106
6Radionuclide days 10 years years

Atomic Number 1-81 Group III... Group II.... Group III.

Atomic Number 82+ Group I..... Group I..... Group III.

(2) For mixtures of radionuclides the following shall apply:
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(i) If the identity and respective activity of each radio-
nuclide are known, the permissible activity of each
radionuclide shall be such that the sum, for all groups
present, of the ration between the total activity for each
group will not be greater than unity.

(ii) If the groups of the radionuclides are known but the
amount in each group cannot be reasonaaly determined, the
mixture shall be assigned to the most restrictive group
p resent.

(iii) If the identity of all or some of the radionuclides
cannot be reasonably determined, each of those

unidentified radionuclides shall be considered as
belonging to the most restrictive group which cannot be
positively excluded.

(iv) Mixtures consisting of a single radioactive decay chain
where the radionuclides are in the naturally occurring

proportions shall be considered as consisting of a single
radionuclide. The group and activity sha'l be that of the
first member present in the chain, except that if a

radionuclide "x" has a half-life longer than that of that

first member and an activity greater than that of any
other member, including the first, at any time during
transportation, the transport group of the nuclide "x" and

the activity of the mixture shall be the maximum activity
of that nuclide "x" during transportation.(68)

" Type A quantity" and " Type B quantity": means a quantity of
radioactive material the aggregate radioactivity of which
does not exceed that specified in the following table:

105 2 o<
-
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Transport Groups Type A Type B
see part 71 Chapter 10 CFR, quantity quantity
section 71.4(p) (in curies) (in curies)

I..................... 0.001 20
I1.................... 0.05 20
III................... 3 200
IV.................... 20 200
V..................... 20 5,000
VI and VII............ 1,000 50,000
Special Form.......... 201 5,000

IExcept that for californium-252, the limit is 2 Ci.(69)

Low specific activity material means any of the following:

(1) uranium or thorium ores and physical or chemical concentrates
of those ores;

(2) unirradiated natural or depleted uranium or unirradiated
natural thorium;

(3) tritium oxide in aqueous solutions provided the concentrat'on
does not exceed 5.0 millicuries per milliliter.

(4) material in which the activity is essentially uniformly
distributed and in which the estimated average concentration per
gram of contents does not exceed:

(i) 9.0001 millicurie of Group I radionuclides, or;

(ii) 0.005 millicurie of Group II radionuclides, or;

(iii) 0.3 millicurie of Groups III or IV
radionuclides.(70)

C. % ENRICHMENT - See BASES 10-F and 9-I.

D. FISSILE CLASSIFICATION - Classification of a package or snipment

of fissile materials according to the controls needed to provide
nuclear criticality safety during transportation as follows:
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(1) Fissile Class I: packages which may be transported in
unlimited numbers and in any arrangement and which require no

nuclear criticality safety controls during transportation. For
purposes of nuclear criticality safety control, a transport index
is not assigned to Fissile Class I packages. However, the external
radiation levels may require a transport index number.

(2) Fissile Class II: packages which may be transported
together in any arrangement but in numbers which do not exceed an
aggregate transport index of 50. For purposes of nuclear
criticality safety control, individual packages may have a
transport index of not less than 0.1 and not more than 10.
However, the external radiation levels may require a higher
transport index number but not to exceed 10. Such shipments
require n. nuclear criticality safety control by the shipper during -

transportation.

(3) Fissile Class III: shipments of packages which do not meet

the requirements of Fissile Classes I or II and which are
co,' trolled in transp]rtation by special arrangements between the
shipper and the ca rier to provide nuclear criticality safety.(71)

Transport irdex - determined from the following table (125)

Maximum quantity of fissile material in a single package

U-234 U-233 Plutonium Pu-Be Corresponding
(grams) (grams) (grams) Sources Transport

(grams) Index

35-40 27-30 23-25 320-400 10

30-35 24-27 21-23 240-320 8

25-30 21-24 19-21 160-240 6

20-25 18-21 17-19 80-160 4

15-20 15-18 15-17 15-80 2

Combinations of fissile materials are authorized. For combinations of
fissile traterials, the transport index is the sum of the individual
corresponding transport indices. The total transport index shall not
exceed 10 per package.
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E. EFFECTIVE KILOGRAM (SPECIAL NUCLEAR MATERIAL) - Means (1) for
plutonium and uranium-233 their weight in kilograms; (2) for uranium
with an enrichment in the isotope U-235 of 0.01 (1%) and above, its
element weight in kilograms multiplied by the square of its
enrichment expressed as a decimal weight fraction; and (3) for
uranium with an enrichment in the isotope U-235 below 0.01 (1%), by
its element weight in kilograms multiplied by 0.0001.(72) In the
case of depleted uranium with an enrich,r,ent of 0.005 (0.5%) cr below,
and in the case of thorium, its' weight in kilograms multiplied by
0.00005.(31)

F. SPECIAL FORM - Means any of the following physical forms of
licensed mater'al of any transport group:

(1) The material is in solid form having no dimension less than 0.5
millimeter or at least one dimension greater than five millimeters;
does not melt, sublime, or ignite in air at a temperature of
1,000 F; will not shatter or crumble if subjected to the percussion
test described in Appendix 0 of Chapter 10 CFR Part 71; and is not
dissolved or converted into dispersible form tc the extent of more
than 0.005 percent by weight by immersion for 1 week in water at

U68 F of in air at 86 F;

(2) The material is securely contained in a capsule having no
dimension less than 0.5 millimeter or at least one dimension greater
than five millimeters, which will retain its contents if subjected to
the tests prescribed in Appendix D of Chapter 10 CFR part 71; and
which is constructed of materials which do not melt, sublime, or
ignite in air at 1.475 F, and do not dissolve er convert into
dispersible form to the extent of more than I week in water at 68 FU

or in air at 86 F.(73)U

G. FORMULA QUANTITY - SSNM in any combination in a cuantity of

5000 grams or more computed by the formula:

Grams = (grams contained U-235) + 2.5 (grans U-233 + grams

Plutonium)I

"
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FIVE FORMULA KILOGRAMS - A quantity of 5,000 grams of the isotope

uranium-235 (contained in uranium enriched to 20% or more in the
uranium-235 isotope), uranium-233, or plutonium alone or in any
combination, computed by the formula, grams = (grams contained
uranium-235) + 2.5 (grams uranium-233 + grams plutonium).

H. CRITICAL PASS - (a) For the purposes of this Part 150,10 CFR
special nuclear material in quantities not sufficient to form a
critical mass means uranium enriched in the isotope U-235 in
quantities not exceeding 350 grams of contained U-235; uranium-233 in
quantities not exceeding 200 grams, plutonium in quantities not
exceeding 200 grams; or any combination of them in accordance with
the following formula: for each kind of special nuclear material,
determine the ratio between the quantity of that specici nuclear
material and the quantity specified above for the same kind of
special nuclear material, r.e sum of such ratios for all kinds of
special nuclear materials in combination shall not exceed unity. For
example, the following quantities in combinatior would not exceed the
limitation and are within the formula ar. follows( 5)

175 (grams contained U-235) + 50 (grams (U-233) + 50 (grams Pu)=1
350 200 200

I. SIGNIFICANT AMOUNT -

Five formula kilograms or more of strategic special nuclear material
(See strategic special nuclear material BASE 9-C and five formula
kilograms BASE 10-G.)
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12. SAFEGUARDS PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

A. Protect
B. Single mode failure
C. Conmon mode f ailure

D. Neutralize
E. Fail safe
F. Avoidance

G. Prevertion
H. Delay

I. Timeliness, Dapid, Real-Time
J. Test

K. Continuous knowledge

L. Natural wariness
M. Level of protection

N. Self-checking
0. Quality assurance
P. Material-attractiveness
Q. Integrity

R. Not Accessible to Theft
S. Interruption
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TERMS - BASE 12: SAFEGUARDS PERFORMANCE CRITEPIA

EFFECTIVENESS - A level of performance determined by the value of a
selected, relevant performance parameter.(76)

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA - A value of a performance parameter

established as an acceptable minimum level in or by the regulatory
pr o u; same as performance requirement.( 0)

PERFORMANCE PARAMETER - A measureable dimension or a numerical

indicator whose value describes the level of performance of a
safeguards system or subsystem in relation to a specified safeguards
objective or fur. tion.(76)

A. PROTECT - To guard from attack, or loss, to cover or shield from
danger. (See BASE 4-H)

B. SINGLE-MODE-FAILURE - A failure of a single physical component.

C. COMMON-MODE-FAILURE - A failure of two or more physical components

at a given time by a single causative event.

D. NEUTRALIZE - (1) To destroy the effectiveness of adversaries by
responses, (2) to disarm or otherwise render safe.( 7) (See

BASE 16)

E. FAIL-SAFE - A system whose function is not lost given failure of
power, control circuits, structural members, or other components;
will not endanger people operating the system or other people in
the vicinity; or whose failure is announced.

F. AVOIDANCE - To avert the compromise of safeguards systems functions

by not including certain actions or procedures which would
compromise safeguards systems functions.

G. PREVENTION - (1) To keep from happening as by some prior action or

(2) to keep (sonyone) from compromising safeguards systems. (See

BASE 4-A)

H. DELAY - An increase in the time required for completion of some part
of an adversary action sequence.( 6) (See BASE 32)
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I. TIMELINESS - Speed at which safeguards systems functions are
performed or how soon resul'.s are obtained.

RAPID - Providing or analyzing information in a timely manner. For
example, a rapid material control system provides material status
information at the end of each shift.
REAL-TIME - Providing or analyzing information with no perceptible
delay. For example, a real-time material control system is a
system, consisting of an on-line computer interfaced directly with
material assay stetions throughout a plant, to provide current
material status information.

J. TEST - A process for trying or assessing performance.

K. CONTINUOUS KNOWLEDGE - Uninterrupted awtreness of an activity which
is monitored by the safeguards system.

L. NATURAL WARINESS - The awareness of personnel to potential abnormal

circumstances which detract or obstruct safeguards system.

M. LEVEL OF PROTECTION , A measure of system effectiveness in
protecting.

N. SELF-CHECKING - The ability of a system to indicate intrusion,
modification or minor failures.(78)

0. QUALITY ASSURANCE - Testing ard inspecting all of or a portion of
the safeguards system to ensure that a desired performance level is
maintained.(77)

P. MATERIAL ATTRACTIVENESS - Material properties such as form,

enrichment, purity, fissile isotope contcnt, packag11g,
or quantity which makes it desirable for potential theft.

Q. INTEGRITY - Property of being complete, sound, unimpaired, intact,
or perfect condition. For example, checking the integrity of a
tamper-s3 fed container would consist of ensuring that the seal had
not been broken and that the container had not been otherwise
breached.

R. NdTACCESSIBLETOTHEFT-Specialnuclearmaterialisconsideredto

be not accessible to theft if it is a) not readily separable from
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other radioactive material and the combined materials have a total
external radiation dose rate in excess of 100 rems per hour
at a distance of 3 feet from any accessible surf ace without
intervening shielding, b) locked in a vault-type room which is
tamper-safed and under continuous electronic intrusion detection
surveillance, or c) of a size and form which prohibits diversion or
theft without rapid detection, such as a fuel assembly.

~

S. INTERRUPTION - interception of an adversary sequence by a response

force before an adversary sequence (BASE-32) is complete.

Implies only a meeting of response force and adversary which may
result only in delay.
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13. ACCESS CONTROL

A. Identificatior. Procedures
B. Visitors
C. Employee procedures

D. Identification information
E. Search, personnel

F. Search, packages

G. Personnel escort
H. Authorization criteria
I. Badge display

J. Vehicle access

K. Vehicle exclusion
L. Vehicle searches

M. Confirmation
N. Doorway monitors

0. Door locking, interlocking
P. Vouched for

Q. Continuously manned

R. Clothing change

S. Temporal, scheduling, time limits
T. Nude walk through

U. Isolation
V. Personnel Duties

W. Access registration
X. Prohibit stops

Y. Safe haven

Z. Transit storage, interim
AA. Access authorization
BB. Closed-loop control
CC. Contraband

i475 2B5
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TERMS - BASE 13: ACCESS CONTROL

ACCESS CONTROL - The monitoring and enabling of authorized movement of

personnel, vehicles, and packages entering and pr.iting security areas.

PROCEDURE - A predefined courx sr conduct of action.

A. IDENTIFICATION PROCEDURES - The recognition and establishment of

identity (badge checking / identify / log) of personnel. Includes

establist lent of organization component, position title,
authorization, and identification information.

B. VISITORS - Laaracterization of all personnel desiring access to
facility on an irregular basis or requiring special authorization
(vendors, servicemen, deliverymen, utility personnel,
manufacturer's representatives, repairmen, inspectors, dignitaries,

etc.)

C. EMPLOYEES - Procedures for personnel requiring access under

normal operations.

D. IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION - Information which uniquely describes

an individual and can be easily used to identify him. Generally
includes photograph, security clearance, expiration date,
identification number, name, birthdate, fingerprints, signature,
coding, etc.

E. SEARCH, PERSONNEL - The examination either by physical contact or

by instruments of a person to determine if contraband or excluded
items are being carried.

F. SEARCH, PACKAGE - Examination of personal items such as valises,

tool boxes, etc., to determine or verify contents and identify
contraband or excluded items such as weapons, explosives, or

possibly substitute materials for special nt.:. lear material. (Do

not confuse with Packaging of nuclear material BASE 26.P.)

G. PERSONNEL ESCORT - The personnel escort program for visitors or

uncleared personnel and the responsibilities of the escort in
accompanying the visitor in controlled areas.
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H. AUTHORIZATION APPROVAL CRITERIA - The standards or rules to formally

sanction access including the personnel having authority to approve
access.

I. BADGE DISPLAY - Standards for locating identification information
on a person.

J. VEHICLE ACCESS - The entry and exit control procedures established

for controlling vehicles' ingress to/ egress from security areas,
including time periods, mode of access, delivery and shipping
activities.

K. VEHICLE EXCLUSION - Vehicle access denial.

L. VEHICLE SEARCHES - The examination of vehicles to determine and
verify contents and identify contraband or excluded items. (See

search, package and search, personnel.)

M. CONFIRMATION - The corroboration and verification of access control
procedures.

N. MONITORS, DOORWAY - Instrumer.'.s used to measure either continuously

or at intervals to detect excluded items for access denial or to
detect special nuclear material or metal for egress denial.
Includes standards and guidelines for their utilization.

O. D0OR LOCKING, INTERLOCKING - Procedures for tamper-proof sealing of
access points.

P. VOUCHED FOR - Method of establishing identity of an individual

by personal confirmation from second party who is an identified,
authorized individual.

Q. CONTINUOUSLY MANNED - Locations having safeguards personnel on duty

at all times.

R. CLOTHING CHANGE - Method of reducing potential concealment of

contraband or excluded items through access points, prior to
access. (See BASE 13-T)
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S. TEMPORAL-SCHEDULING, TIME LIMITS - Time constraints and limitations

in access control procedures; applied to both access control

personnel and those requiring access.

T. NUDE WALK THROUGH - Removal of an individual's clothing during

access.

U. ISOLATION - Location of access points separate from other activities

allowing containment and enhancing surveillance.

V. PERSONNEL DUTIES - Responsibility of personns1 in controlling

access.

W. ACCESS REGISTRATION - Procedures for recording certain access

events.

X. PR0HIBIT STOPS - Transportation procedure excluding all intermediate

stops in transit.

Y. SAFE HAVEN - A location intermediate to initial and destination
points in transit with additional t+o normal transit) safeguards.

Z. INTERIM STORAGE - Storage procedures for locations intermediate to

initial and destinator points in transit.

AA. ACCESS AUTHORIZATION - An administrative determination that a
person is eligible for access to a secured area or to restricted
information.

BB. CLOSED-LOOP CONTROL - A function which monitors specific access or

operational sequences, compares the monitored sequence to a
previously authorized sequence and either permits the sequence to
continue or, in case of a discrepancy, halts or corrects the
sequence and/or initiates an alarm.

CC. CONTRABAND - Material or equipment defined as presenting a

potential safeguard hazard which is not allowed in a facility;
incir;es items such as explosives, weapons, or tools that may be

used for adversary actions. (BASE 31)
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14. SURVEILLANCE

A. Periodic
B. Random

C. Continuous

D. Portal checks
E. Seal checks, vault checks
F. Personnel duties
G. Procedures

H. Informants

I. Key personnel

J. Monitoring

K. Patrols
L. Locations

M. Illumination, visibility

N. Temporal, scheduling

0. Guard posts

P. Remote
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TERMS - BASE 14: SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE - The direct or indirect observation of individuals and/or
materials to detect activities potentially involving access to nuclear
material for diversion.

A. PERIODIC - Regularly scheduled events whose time of occurrence can
be predicted through knowledge of past history of occurrences of
the event.

B. RAND 0M - Scheduled on the basis of chance.

C. CONTINUOUS - Without stopping, at all times or over a prescribed

period of time.

D. PORTAL CHECKS - Access or egress controls over personnel.

E. SEAL CHECKS, VAULT CHECKS - Sealed material locations which are

surveyed.

F. PERSONNEL OUTIES - Surveillance duties to be performed by

individuals under normal circumstances.

G. PROCEDURES - Rules and standards for conduct of surveillance.

H. INFORMANTS - Personnel other than security personnel who provide

detection information.

I. KEY PERSONNEL - Identification of personnel requiring additional

surveillance, or principal individuals in a safeguards system,
e.g., custodians of special nuclear material.

J. MONITORING - A collection of safeguards actions, including
surveillance, designed to confirm whether or not a prescribed event
of safeguards interest has taken place. Examples of such usage are
(1) the monitoring of a transfer of an SNM shipment to assure the
transfer has taken place in the prescribed way; and (2) the
monitoring of an isolation area following a f alse alarm to
determine whether or not an intrusion has occurred.

K. PATROLS - The action of moving about and inspecting an area for

purposes of surveillance. (Scope, extent, route.)
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L. LOCATIONS - Identifications or specifications of locations in the
safeguards system requiring surveillance. (See BASE 29)

M. ILLUMINATION-VISIBILITY - Design and equipment requirements which

permit or enhance surveillance.

N. TEMPORAL-SCHEDULING - Time constraints and limitations in
surveillance procedures.

O. GUARD POSTS - Locations in the safeguards system (other than access)
where personnel are either continuously or periodically stationed
for purposes of surveillance or access control.

P. REMOTE - Surveillance performed using devices such as closed

circuit television (BASE 24-H) at locations removed from site
such as central station (BASE 21-B).

3- 20
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15. INVESTIGATION

A. Deviation from authorized
B. Need-to-know

C. Liaison with law enforcement agencies
D. Abnormal situations
E. Identification of security threats

F. Tracing

G. Non routine events
H. Natural event
I. Nuclear event

J. Civil disturbance
K. Threat event
L. Alarm limits
M. Alarm assessment

N. Security Clearance
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TERMS - BASE 15: INVESTIGATION

Ii4YESTIGATION - The systematic inquiry, examination, identification
and assessment of activities, or circumstances to prevent, avoid, or
alert of potential compromise of a safeguards system.

A. DEVIATION FROM AUTHORIZED - An abnormality or departure from

authorized procedures or activities requiring investigation.

B. NEED-TO-KNOW (or need to have access) - - The official (NRC)
authorization of an individual's access to a safeguards location.
Investigation procedures establish and verify the information
cequirements for authorization. (See BASE 13-AA)

C. LIAIS0N WITH LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES - The interaction with and

reliance upon local police or federal security agencies for
purposes of interdiction (BASE 16-C) or investigation.

D. ABNORMAL SITUATIONS-EVENTS - Occurrences or incidents wrich require

investigation.

E IDENTIFICATION OF SECURITY THREATS - The ascertaining of the origin

and nature of possible threat events including adversary
characteristics in order to initiate response procedures. (See Alarm

Assessment BASE 15-N.)

F. TRACING - (1) The process of tracking a transaction as a recorded
occurrence back to its origin or back to source documents.
(2) Locating of shipments that are misrouted in transport.

G. NONROUTINE EVENTS - Power outage, damage to records, equipment

malfunctions, outage of critical safeguards equipment, strikes, and
other abnormal events which affect operations of safeguards
activity.

H. NATURAL EVENTS - Floods, earthquakes, storms.

I. NUCLEAR EVENT - An event which may cause a radioactive release

including: nuclear accident, criticality, nuclear explosion or
dispersion.
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J. CIVIL DTSTVRBANCE EVENT - Activities conducted by groups, e.g.,

mobs, protests, crowds, riots.

K. THREAT EVENT - Known presence of adversary group at some location

(BASE 29) intent upon illegitimate willful, anti-social, final acts
involving nuclear material or nuclear facilities which cause or
threaten to cause damage to society. (See BASE 31)

L. ALARM LIMITS - Prescribed maximum and/or minimum quantities which,

if exceeded, cause a warning signal is to be given.( 3)

M. ALARM ASSESSMENT - The gathering of sufficient information to
determine, and the final determination of, the significance of
evidence that a malevolent act may have occurred. Assessment
techniques should provide such information as the nature of the
threat which cause an alarm and the reliability of the alarm.(126)

N. SECURITY CLEARANCE - The investigation of the background history of

an individual and the evaluation of that information to determine
whether the individual is a satisf actory candidate for a job
involving access to nuclear material or access to safeguards
information or service in a safeguards function. (Need to have
have access BASE 15-B is a separate issue.)
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16. RESPONSE

A. Response to security threats
B. Warnings

C. Liaison
D. Call assistance
E. Tactics
F. Response level, force
G. Hot pursuit

H. Arrest
I. Response to contingency events
J. Alarm annunciation
K. Assessment of threat
L. Assessment of contingency
M. Terrior al
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TERMS - BASE 16: RESPONSE

RESPONSE - A safeguard reaction taken to interrupt, or delay
an adversary's action sequence, to recover lost material, and to reduce
potential consequences of an adversary's end event.

A. RESPONSE TO THREAT EVENTS - Measures that are enacted to neutralize

a threat event (BASE 15-K) based upon an assessment of the

threat.(68) (BASE 16-K)

B. WARNING - Methods of advising poten'lal adversaries that they are
about to or have committed a violation (warning shots, vocal,
signs, show of force).

C. LIAISON - Interaction with local, state, federal, and military
agencies for purpose of response or interdiction; procedures,
authority to contact.

D. CALL ASSISTANCE - Call to local law enforcement agency or the

summoning of off-duty guards or watchmen to augment the on-duty
fo~ ;.

E. TACTICS - The strategy of response including the deployment and
direction of security personnel.

F. RESPONSE LEVEL - The degree of force exercised, size and

composition of force making a n sponse.

G. HOT PURSUIT - Response procedures which occur immediately or within
a reasonable time after material leaves facility boundaries.

H. ARREST - Procedures for detention and incarceration for prosecution

of transgressors.

I. RESPONSE TO CONTINGENCY - Immediate measures that are enacted to
neutralize events which reduce the efficiency of the safeguards

systems.

J. ALARM ANNUNCIATION - Annunciation of a threat or detection of an

adversary action. (See BASE 21-J)
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K. ASSESSMENT OF THREAT - Estimate of adversary group size, action

mode, stage of action, armament and intent.(BASE 30)

L. ASSESSMENT OF CONTINGENCY - Estimate of degree of consequence of

events other than threat events.

M. TEMPORAL - Expected response time and maximum response times for

specific events.
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17. PLANNING -- DESIGN

A. Design basis incident
B. Design bases for basic physical protection
C. Plant isolation
D. Security area isolation
E. Design features

F. Design relationships
G. Equipment

H. Surveillance design

I. Emergencies, contingencies

J. Test control
K. Handling, storage, shipping

L. Nonconforming materials, parts, or components

M. Badge system

N. Weapons

0. Security equipment

P. Keys, locks, ccmbinations

Q. Responsibilities
R. Arrangements for assistance

S. Security plan changes

T. Special temporary procedures

U. Schedules

V. Shipping plans

W. Physical security plan

)0N
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TERMS - BASE 17: PLANNING-DESIGN

PLANNING - The a priori activities which provide assurance of safeguards
systems performance in all phases of operation and conformance with
applicable regulatory requirements.

DESIGN BASES - That information which identifies the specific functions
to be performed by a structure, system, or component of a f acility, and
the specific values or ranges of values chosen for controlling
parameters as reference bounds for design. These values may be
(1) restraints de.-ived from generally accepted " state of the art"
practices for achieving functional goals, or (2) requirements derived
from analysis (based on calculation and/or experiments) of the effects
of a postulated accident for which a structure, system, or component
must meet its functional goals.(127)

A. DESIGN BASIS INCIDENT - A postulated credible incident and the

resulting conditions for which security related equipment must meet
its functional objectives. ( Also DESIGN BASIS THREAT)

B. DESIGN BASES FOR PHYSICAL PROTECTION - Specification for the

effectiveness of the functioning of the safeguards security system
in providing physical protection of nuclear material and including
the safeguards systems elements. (BASES 24-28)

C. PLANT ISOLATION - A design criteria which prescribes isolation zones

on both sides of the outer physical barrier and of the monitoring
systems that will detect the presence of individual or vehicles
external to the outer barrier.

D. SECURITY AREA ISOLATION - A design criteria which prescribes the

locations of isolation zones and security areas.

E. DESIGN FEATURES - Characteristics of the design which demonstrates
safeguards effectiveness and/or ability to meet criteria.

F. DESIGN RELATIONSHIPS - Design interrelationships among design bases
and features.
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G. EQUIPMENT - Design, placement, performance of equipment in security
areas necessary for the function of safeguards activities.

H. SURVEILLANCE DESIGN - The design of illumination, line of sight,

galleries, etc., which permit meeting surveillance performance
requirements.

I. EMERGENCY, CONTINGENCIES - In response to nonroutine events,

(BASE 15-G), the provision of backup systems such as emergency
power, redundant hardware, and procedural options such that a level
of protection consistent with requirements will be provided.

J. TEST CONTROL - Test program to demonstrate that structures, systems

and components will perform satisfactorily in service.

K. HANDLING, STORAGE, SHIPPING - Planning of measures to ensure that

damage or reduced performance during testing and inspection will
not occur.

L. NONCONFORMING MATERIALS, PARTS OR COMP 0NENTS - Planning measures to

prevent inadvertent use of materials, parts, or components not
meeting specifications including identification, documentation, and
disposition of such items.

M. BADGE SYSTEM - Types of badges, tamper-resistance features, methods

for issuance, accountability and control, coding system and
utilization. (See BADGE DISPLAY BASE 13-I.)

N. WEAPONS - Types of weapons supplied guards including descriptive

data and/or performance characteristics, methods for issuance,
accountability, and utilization. (See BASE 27)

0. SECURITY EQUIPMENT - Equipment providea guards or watchmen

including methods for insuance, standards, accountability and
utili zation. (See BASES 27 & 28)

P. KEYS, LOCKS, COMBINATIONS - Types and kinds of locks used for

security or plant protection purposes, design of manipulation-
resistant characteristics by type, issuance and controls of keys

and combinations. (See BASE 28)

""
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Q. RESPONSIBILITY - Personal accountability or ability to act :'nout.

geidance or superior authority.

R. ARRANGEMENTS FOR ASSISTANCE - A priori 1iaison arrangements

including individuals, procedures, police duties including arrest,
apprehension, detention, conduct of investigation, crowd control,
bomb searches. (See LIAIS0N BASE 16-C.)

S. SECURITY PLAN CHANGES - Procedures for modification of approved

security plans other than corrective action; approval requirements.

T. SPECIAL TEMPORARY PROCEDURES - Procedures which are situation

specific nr represent unforeseen events or contingencies including
out-of-service equipment for repair, maintenance or testing.

U. SCHEDULES - Programs and timetables for activities.

V. SHIPPING PLANS - Plans for anticipated contingencies and
arrangements with carriers to provide protection of nuclear
m.iterials and satisfy regulatory requirements including transit
times, transfers, routes, receipts, records, etc.

W. PHYSICAL. SECURITY PLAN - A site specific document that gives a

comprehensive description of the measures employed for the physical
protection of facilities against adversary actions.
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18. RECORDS AND REPORTS

A. Tests and inspections
B. Response

C. Surveillance
D. Access control
E. Shipping records

F. Description of nuclear material
G. Conmunicat ions

H. Violations, infractions, incidents

I. Personnel

J. Design plans

K. Document control

L. Reports to NRC

M. Registration of material and equipment
N. Quality assurance

0. Access registration
P. Procurement

Q. Alarm annunciations

R. Accounting
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TERMS - BASE 18: RECORDS AND REPORTS

RECORDS AND REPORTS - The documentation of activities in conduct of
safeguards systems functions.(68)

A. TESTS AND INSPECTIONS - Records for reporting and documentation of

tests and inspections to ascertain the integrity and operability of
safeguards systems elements (BASES 24-28) in meeting specified
performance and effectiveness requirements.

B. RESPONSE - Records for reporting and documentation of response

plans to security contingencies (BASE 16) in meeting specified
performance and effectiveness requirements.

C. SURVEILLANCE - Records for reporting and documentation of

surveillance procedures (BASE 14) used in meeting specified
performance and effectiveness requirements.

D. ACCESS CONTROL - Records for reporting and documentation of access

control procedures (BASE 13) in meeting specified performance and
effectiveness requirements.

E. SHIPPING RECORDS - Documentation and reporting of shipping plans and

operations including names of carriers, major roads used, flight
numbers, dates and times, names and addresses, container seals and
descriptions, locations and telephone numbers of local law
enforcement agencies along route and other data.(BASE 7)

F. DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL - Records of material type classification

(BASE 9) and material measures.(BASE 11)

G. COMMUNICATIONS - Reports of communications.(BASE 21)

H. VIOLATIONS, INFRACTIONS, INCIDENTS - Reports of investigations.

(BASE 15)

I. PERSONNEL - Recording system for each employee issued a permanent

badge for access to security areas, security clearance, background,
and security organization.(BASE 22)
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J. DESIGN - Records related to planning.(BASE 17)

K. DOCUMENT CONTROL - A system for management of documentation and

recordkeeping systems.

L. REPORTS TO NRC - Specification of record requirements which must be

submitted to NRC.

M. REGISTRATION OF MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT - Description of measures

for control of purchased equipment including identification,
control, evidence of quality and conformance requirements.

N. QUALITY ASSURANCE - Records specifically serving to document quality

assurance including measures of adequate performance.(BASE 12)

0. ACCESS REGISTRATION - Documentation of entries and exits. (See

BASE 13-W.)

P. PROCUREMENT - Records and procedures for procurement ano surplus

items including all activity prior to delivery and subsequent to
declaration of surplus.

Q. ALARM ANNUNCIATIONS - Records of all security alarm annunciations

and subsequent follow up.

R. ACCOUNTING - Records related to BASE 23.
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19. DETERRENCE

A. Advertisement

B. Rewards

C. A rest of other terrorists
D. Publication of failura
E. Briefings and educational programs

F. Legal sanctions
G. Infiltration

H. Informers

I. Restriction of information
J. Signs, warnings

K. Vehicle markings

L. Hardware

M. Tamper-Safing

N. Tamper-Indicating
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TERMS - BASE 19: DETERRENCE

DETERRENCE - Safeguards functions or activities which discourage or
cause potential adversaries to refrain from or voluntarily halt a
sequence designed to obtain or misuse special nuclear material.
(See BASES 4-B, 31 and 32.)

A. ADVERTISEMENT - Public announcement of safeguards systems effective-

ness via various information media.

B. REWARDS - Incentives given in retwn for information regarding
potential adversary actions.

C. ARREST OF OTHER TERRORISTS - Arrest, prosecution, conviction of

terrorists for acts other than adversarial to safeguards system.

D. PUBLICATION OF FAILURES - Notification and advertisement

of unsuccessful adversary attempts and subsequent punitive actions.

E. BRIEFINGS AND EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS - The provision of training and

information dissemination to the public regarding safeguards
systems effectiveness.

F. LEGAL SANCTIONS - Civil and criminal oenalties (fines, license

revocations, imprisonment, and the like) for violations of
safeguards requirements. Includes Acts of Congress which among

other things, give the Commission the authority to establish and
enforce safeguards regulations and to establish per.alties for
violations of the regulations or requirements.

G. INFILTRATION - Taking up of positions surreptitiously in potential
adversary groups by security personnel.

H. INFORMERS - Members of adversary group or associated parties who

provide information on potential adversary activity. (Note

distinction from INFORMANTS in BASE 14-H.)

I. RESTRICTION OF INFORMATION - Limiting access to information

regarding material quantities, forms, locations, protective ,

systems, and operations of the safeguards system.
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RESTRICTED DATA - means all data concerning (1) design, manufacture
or utilization of atomic weapons; (2) the production of special
nuclear material; or (3) the use of special nuclear material in the
production of energy, but shall not include data declassified or
removed from the Restricted Data category pursuant to section M2
of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended. 020)

J. SIGNS, WARNINGS - Boards, posters, or placards indicating warnings,
laws, regulations or other safeguards requirements, procedures, or
designated areas.

K. VEHICLE MARKINGS - Identification of vehicles utilized in the
transport of nuclear material.

L. HARDWARE - Highly visible systems which by their presence cause
deterence.

M. TAMPER-SAFING - Means the use of devices on containers or vaults in
a manner and at a time that ensures a clear indication of any
violation of the integrity of previously made measurements of
special nuclear material within the container or vault.(78)

N. TAMPER-INDICATING (FRANGIBILITY) - Relates to a seal's property to
provide evidence of attempts at unauthorized removal or
tamperiag.( 0)
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20. ASSURANCE

A. Quality assurance

B. Drills

C. Test control
D. Performance

E. Maintenance

F. Compli ance

G. Program audit

H. Inspections

I. Requalification
J. Operating status

K. Corrective action
L. Provisions
M. Contingency plans

N. Avoidance of population center

0. Redundancy
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TERMS - BASE 20: ASSURANCE

ASSURANCE - Measures to satisfy the NRC and the public that

safeguards are in place and can provide protection against
attempted acts of thef t, diversion, or sabotage that would
significantly increase the risk to the public health, injury, or
property damage.(126)

A. QUALITY ASSURANCE - Procedures including testing and inspecting all
or a portion of the safeguards system to ensure that a desired
performance level is maintained. (BASE 12-0)

8. DRILLS - Security exercises which demonstrate or improve the degree
of effectiveness of security measures, procedures, personnel, and
equipment; frequence, records, evaluation.

C. TEST CONTROL - Test program to demonstrate that structures, system
and components will perform satisfactorily in service.

D. PERFORMANCE - The specification and verification that equipment and
systems including personnel will # unction within efi'ectiveness
requirements specifications (BASE 12).

E. MAINTENANCE - Procedures for keeping safeguards equipment and

structures in a state that will satisfy specified requirements;
service and schedule to ensure continuous integr .ty and carability.

F. COMPLIANCE - The ability for safeguards systems to act in
accordance with regulatory requirements.

G. PROGRAM AUDIT - The verification that the overa11 safeguards
plan (BASE 17) has been implemented and mainta ned in an effective

manner and in compliance with regulations.

H. INSPECTIONS - Observation measures taken to iniicate the operating
status of structures, systems, components and equipment.
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I. REQUALIFICATION - Testing and retraining of personnel for security
purposes including security personnel duties, equipment operation,
procedures, arms qualification for guards, and medical examination.

J. OPERATING STATUS - The state or condition of operating effective-

ness of safeguards systems.

K. CURRECTIVE ACTI0tl - Actions taken to rectify reduced safeguards

system effectiveness or unsatisf actory per formance in corapliance
with regulations.

L. PROVISIONS - Preparatory measures or performance criteria for

continuing effectiveness (BASE 12). Note: Often synonomous with
regulatory requirements (BASE 1).

M. CONTINGENCY PLANS - Measures in safeguards systems for either fixed

sites or transit which reduce potential for accidents or unforeseen

occurances.

N. AVOIDNICE OF POPULATION CENTERS - Route selection for reduction of

potential consequences of shipping accidents or adversary actions.

O. REDUNDNiCY - Duplication or repetition of elements either physical
or procedural in the safeguards system to provide alternative
function in case of failure or compromise of the element.

(PROTECTION IN DEPTH.)
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21. COMMUNICATIONS

A. Common language

B. Central station
C. Locations

D. Transport

E. Facilities
F. Scheduling

G. Non-nce,9al

H. Non-voice

I. Telephone

J. Alarm annunciation
K. Primary, secondary

L. Specifications
M. Maintenance

N. Timing

0. Report Status
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TERMS - BASE 21: COMMUNICATIONS

COMMUNICATION - The transmission of information between two or more
points by writing, speaking, coded, or signals using devices. (See

also BASE 18.)

A. COMMON LANGUAGE - A requirement that all communication occur in a

universal or general language.

B. CENTRAL STATION - A centrally located center for communication which

is continuously manned - a command post serving as (1) security
control room, (2) communication center (3) repository of safeguards
data and/or (4) a headquarters.

C. LOCATIONS - Sites within the safeguard system designated as communi-

cation points having fixed equipment or requiring enactment of
communication procedures (BASE 29).

D. TRANSPORT - Organization and physical location during transit
(BASE 7) including designation of receiving and transmitting
personnel, reports and type of communication (e.g., remote-control
center, patrol-patrol,etc.)

E. FACILITIES - Procedures for primary (central station) and secondary
communication at facilities (BASE 5) including control-patrol,
patrol-patrol, central-remote, and patrol-remote. Includes

staffing requirements and alarm annunciation procedures.

F. SCHEDULING - Designation of either continuous er periodic

communication.

G. NON-NORMAL - Emergency, backup, or standby communication including

operability requirements for all possible events.

H. NON-VOICE - All communications other than voice, written reporting

or alarms; e.g., codes, signals, key boxes, etc.

I. TELEPHONE - Conventional telephone service for all fixed site or

transport communica', ion.
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J. ALARMS - Annunciation procedures and types of alarm signals such as
intrusion or emergency exit alarms.

K. PRIMARY, SEC0flDARY - Primary cocmunications are via a central

communication station; secondary are all others.

L. SPECIFICATICflS - Includes type, frequency, and nericrmance
requirements for communications equipment.

M. MAltlTENANCE - Procedures for keeping equipment in proper condition
including reliability, and service and schedules to ensure
continuous integrity and operability.

N. TIMING - Intervals for routine communication, maximum period
permitted to elapse with no report and action to be taken if
planned er scheduled reports are not received.

O. REPORT STATUS - Procedures for patrol communication including
timing and verification of surveillance.
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22. SECURITY ORGANIZATION

A. Man agemen t

B. Chain of cortinand

C. Responsiblities
D. Qualification
E. Screening

F. Training
G. Tests

11. Du ti es

I. Numbers

J. Posts and patrols

K. Types of individuals
L. Equipment custody

M. Capabilities

N. Special skills

1475 314
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TERMS - BASE 22: SECURITY ORGANIZATION

ORGANIZATION - The interaction of all safegurrds systems elements,
e.g., people, physical objects, and objectives in a functional,

0):oordinateo manner.

A. MANAGEMENT - The organizational structure for planning and
controlling the safe-guards system's personnel and activities;
includes functions, responsibilities and authority for conduct of
activities.

B. CHAIN OF COMMAND - The authority hierarchy for decision-making on
security matters; organizational units positions.

C. RESPONSIBILITIES - Personal accountability or ability to act without
guidance on decision-making including alarm annunciation and legal
authority for conduct of duties.

D. QUALIFICATION - Requirements of age, education, physical condition
and experience for safeguards systems personnel.

E. SCREENING - The system for qualifying, selecting and hiring of safe-
guards systems personnel including application, verification of
information and approval authority.

F. TRAINING - The act or process of making proficient with specialized
instruction for performance of duties.

G. TESTS - The exhibition of proficiency by examination either written
or by demonstration of security operating procedures and duties.

H. DUTIES - The conduct of funccional job requirements for safeguards
systems functions including job descriptions.

I. huMBERS - The number of safeguards related personnel on duty, by
shif t for each post or patrol, and for response forces.
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J. POSTS AND PATROLS - The plan for posting access control,

surveillance ;od response forces including numbers, daties, and

chain of command.

K. TYPES OF INDIVIDUALS - Safeguards systems personnel; guards, watch-

men, communications persons, and supervisors, designated by duty or

responsibility.

L. EQUIPMENT CUST0DY - Permits, accounting, qualifications on use and

procedures for the issuance, operation and maiatenance of security
equipment.

M. CAPABILITIES - Performance of effectiveness of safeguards system

personnel (BASE 12).

N. SPECIAL SKILLS - Investigative, crowd control, bomb search and

defusing, or para-military.
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23. ACCOUNTING

A. Accountability
B. Accuracy

C. Adjustment

D. Audit
E. Corrective action
F. Custody

G. Discards

H. Inventory

1. Beginning inventory
2. Book inventory
3. Ending inventory
4. Fiscal year end inventory
5. In-process inventory
6. Physical inventory
7. Write-off

I. Measurements

J. Material balance
K. Quality control
L. Sampling

M. Shipments

N. Receipts

0. Records

P. Unaccountable

Q. Measurement System

R. Reference Standard

S. Traceability
T. Random Error

U. Systematic Error

V. Uncertainty
W. Calibration

iA75 317X. Limit of Error
Y. Measurement Error
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TERMS - BASE 23: ACCOUNTING

ACCOUNTING - material control or protection by making certain or

verifying that material quantities are measured, enumerated, and
recorded.

MATERI AL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM - The part of the safeguards system

encompassing the procedures and systems to: (1) perform nuclear

material measurements, (2) maintain records, (3) provide reports, and
(4) perform data analysis to account for nuclear material.

A. ACCOUNTABILITY - Th9 part of safeguards and materials management

which encompasses the measurement system and records and reports to

account for source and special nuclear material to minimize the
possibility of diversion and to detect diversion promptly should it

Accountability does not include physical protection.(OI)occur.

ACCOUNTABILITY - The capability of facility's material control and
material ace')unting programs to control and account for the nuclear
material in its possession.(126)

B. ACCURACY - The degree of conformity of a measured value to the value
accepted as true or exact.(82) Accuracy is a qualitative and
frequently subjective term whose exact usage should be consistent
with the definitions of bias and precision (q.v.) Accuracy of
measutement indicates how closely it agrees with the true value of
the quantity being measured. Thus it is meaningful to discuss the
accuracy of a single measurement. If repeated measurements are

made of the same quantity, the difference between the ariti .ietic
mean of the measurements and the true value indicates the accuracy
of the measurements. This difference is usually called bias, and
it can be either positive or negative. A high degree of accuracy
is equivalent to a low absolute value of the bias.( ")
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C. ADJUSTMENT - An entry into the accounting records to obtain

agreement between the book inventory and the physical inventory
consisting of shipper / receiver differences, and/or material
unaccounted for.(17)

D. AUDIT - An examination of accounts which purport to reflect not only
actual transactions but also valuations, estimates, and opinions,
for the purpose of determining whether the accounts are properly
stated and fairly reflect the matters with which they purport to
deal.(83) An official examination and verification according to
accepted procedures, of practices, accounts, and records (126).
NOTE: It is the duty of management, and not of audit, to establish
systems of accounting procedures and arrangements which, by reason
of their own soundness and internal checks on controls, preclude
errors and fraud. Audit by an independent body is to verify that
those systems and procedures are being operated satisf actorily and
to point out, where necessary, any weaknesses or deficiencies with
suggestions for their correction. Audit does not relieve
management of the duty of ultimate accountability. For economic
reasons it is generally not possible for audit to duplicate all
measurements or other prime data, and some sampling system is
required. Thus, audit is a combination of record examination with
some independent measurement, whose frequency r3y be varied so as
to keep the uncertainty within predetermined limits.(0 )

E. CORRECTIVE ACTION - That action when the material bal ance or
measurement uncertainty exceeds prescribed limits.

F. CUST0DY - The guardianship and responsibility for safeguard
materials.

G. DISCARD (S) - Material which has been intentionally removed from

inventory and which has been disposed of by an authorized person
using an approved disposal method.(27)
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H. INVENTORY - (i) The actual amount of material on hand. (2) The

quantity of material which is determined to be on hand.
(Cf. Physical Inventory.) (3) The act of determining the above,

i.e., taking an inventory. (4) The number representing the

material on books. (Cf. Book Inventory.)(85)

1. BEGINNING INVENTORY - The quantity of materials on hand at the

beginning of a specific time period.( 0,86)

2. BOOK INVENTORY - The amount of material shown by the records to

be present at a given time.( 0)

BOOK INVENTORY - A determination of the quar- ity of special

nuclear material on hand at a given time based on records which

are themselves based on measurement 3 The book inventory is

calculated by subtracting the amount of material removed from
inventory since the previous physical inventory from the sum of
the amount of material on inventory during the previous
physical invetory and the additions to inventory since the
previous physical inventory.5120)

BOOK INVENTORY (of a Material Balance Area) - The algebraic
sum of the most recent physical inventory of that material
balance area and of all inventory changes that have occurred
since that physical inventory was taken.( ")

BOOK-PHYSICAL INVENTORY DIFFERENCE (BPID) - The arithmetic
difference between the book and physical inventories.( }

3. ENDING INVENTORY - The quantity of material determined to be
on hand at the end of a specific time period.(30,86)

4. FISCAL-YEAR-END INVENTORY - Material on hand at the close of
business en the last day of the fiscal year.( 0,86) (Term

no longer used.)

5. IN-PROCESS INVENTORY - The quantity of material present in the

fabrication or process line in processing vessels, machines,
etc., at any specified time;( 0,86) material that is not in
the form of unopened receipts and all final products.
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6. PHYSICAL INVENTORY - (1) The quantity of material which is

determined to be on hand by physically ascertaining its
presence using techniques which include sampling, weighing, and
analysis (2) The process by which the quantity of material on
hand is determined.(23)

7. WRITE-0FF - (Approved inventory write-off). A removal from
the records of a known quantity of good material, usually
restricted to that material which will be used in such a manner
as to lose its identify as a nuclear material, per se, such as
material incorporated in an instrument.(81)

Write-off is an accounting procedure by which material is
removed from inventory records because it has been incorporated
as an integral part of an item of equipment so that the
recovery of the material is not practicable.(87)

APPROVED INVENTORY WRITE-0FF - A removal from inventory

records which has been approved by the proper authority.( )

I. MEASUREMENT - Includes sampling and means the determination of

mass, volume, quantity, composition or other property of a
material where such determinations are used for special nuclear
material control and accounting purposes.(88)

J. MATERIAL BALANCE - A determination of inventory difference (ID) and

limit of error on inventory differences (LEID) and subsequent
reconciliation of records through: (1) the taking of a physical
inventory, (2) determination of ID by comparing the book inventory
and the physical inventory, (3) determination of LEID from the
measurement control program using appropriate statistical
techniques, (4) reconciliation of the book inventory with the
physical inventory, and (5) reconciliation of subsidiary accounts
with the central records.

ID OR INVENTORY DIFFERENCE - The quantity determined by subtracting

inventory (EI) plus removals (R) from beginning inventory (BI) 91us
additions to inventory (A). Mathematically,

ID = BI + A - EI - R.
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For historical reasons, inventory difference is also called MUF or
material unaccounted for.

K. QUALITY CONTROL - A system for verifying that an item or group of
items meet certain specifications.

L. SAMPLING - The process of selecting specific items or materials
for analysis.

M. SHIPMENTS - The quantities of materials which are shipped by a plant
to other plants for their use.( }

N. RECEIPT (S) - Material acquired at a facility from another source;
includes written acknowledgement recordir.g the physical receipt of
material.

O. RECORDS - To document, in a preestablished manner and format, data

and information for the purpose of preserving evidence.

P. UNACCOUNTABLE - (Total issues + closing inventory) - (opening inven-

ventory + receipts). Positive figure = unaccountable gain.
Negative figure = unaccountable loss.(91}

Q. MEASUREMENT SYSTEM - All of the apparatus, equipment, instruna nts
and orocedures used in performing a measurement.(92)

R. REFERENCE STANDARD - A material, device, or instrument whose

assigned value is known relative to national standards or
nationally accepted measurement systems.(93)

S. TRACEABILITY - The ability to relate individual measurement results
to national standards or nationally accepted measurement systems
through an unbroken chain of comparisons.(9 )

T. RAND 0M ERROR - refers to the variation encountered in all
measurement work, characterized by the random occurrence of both
positive and negative deviations from a mean value.(95)

U. SYSTEMATIC ERROR - A constant unidirectional component of error

that affects all members of a data set; its value can, in some

instances, be estimated by the deviation of the mean of a
measurement process from a reference value. A systematic error
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whose value tas been determined in this manner is called a bias,
whose effect can be corrected for.(96) (Also called MEASUREMENT

BIAS.)

V. UNCERTAINTY - The extent to which a measurement result is in doubt
because of the effects of random error variances and the limits of
systemai.ic errors associated with a measurement process, after the

measurements result has been corrected for bias.(97)

W. CALIBRATION - The process of determining the numerical relationship
between the observed output of a measurement system and the value,
based upon reference standards, of the characteristics being
measured.(90)

X. LIMIT OF ERROR - The uncertainty component used in constructing a
95% confidence interval associated with a quantity after any
recognized bias has been eliminated or its effect accounted for.

For example, the limit of error for an unbiased normally
distributed random variable is 1.96 times its standard
deviation.(126)

LECID OR LIMIT OF ERROR ON CUMULATIVE INVENTORY DIFFERENCE - The

limit of error, based upon estimates of neasurement errors and
statistical analysis, on cumulative inventory difference.

LEID OR LIMIT OF ERROR ON INVENTORY DIFFERENCES - The limit of

error, based upon estimates of measurement errors and statistical
analysis on inventory differences. For historical reasons, this is
also known as LEMUF or Limit of error on MUF.

CID OR CUMULATIVE INVENTORY DIFFERENCE - The quantity determined by

summing a series of consecutive inventory differences (see also

ID). In most places where CID is referred to in this report, the
Task Force means the sum of six consec.utive inventory differences
calculated from the bimonthly material balances over the past
year.(12b

MEASUREMENT ERROR - A deviation from the correct value. It does not
mean a mistake made in making a measurement.
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24. INTRUSI0ft AND DETECTI0fi DEVICES

A. Animals

B. Mines

C. Detectors, pressure sensitive
D. Detectors, metal

E. Detectors, explosive

F. Detectors, Stim

G. Detectors, motion

H. Television
I. Traps

J. Test Equipment

K. Seals

L. Optical
M. Monitoring Instruments
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TERM; - BASE 24: INTRUSION AND DETECTION DEVICES

A. ANIMALS - Trained animals such as dogs used to assist in the
intrusion detection into or through the isolation zone at the
perimeter of a protected area.

B. MINES - An explosive device placed in a concealed position designed
to be detonated on contact or remotely.

DETECTOR - An electrical, electromechanical, or other device used to
detect (sense) a change in the environment which it monitors and
capable of annunciating such detection, e.g., alarm activation.

C. DETECTORS, PRESSURE SENSITIVE - Instruments (transducers) used to

detect small variations in mechanical stress caused by contact with
activating medium (vibration, strain, trip wires).

D. DETECTORS, METAL - Usually devices used to sense ferrous metals,

usually based on changes caused in local magnetic field due to
introducMon of ferrous objects.

E. DETECTORS, EXPLOSIVE - Devices used for detecting dynamite, TNT,

and similar nitrogenous compounds usually using electron capture
(vapor) or bulk.

F. DETECTORS, SNM - Detectors and doorway monitors for detection of
SNM usually using scintillators or neutron activation.

G. DETECTORS, MOTION - Devices using microwaves, infrared, acoustic,

temperature or other emissions to indicate intrusion by sensing
activity within an area.

H. TELEVISION - Closed circuit television used for monitoring and
surveillance including video recording equipment.

I. TRAPS - Automatic door-locking, and other mechanisms which
automatically respond to alarms or detection.

J. TEST EQUIPMENT - Equipment used to validate and ensure continuing
performance of intrusion and detection devices.
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K. SEALS - Devices used to detect tampering or entry, usually
used on containers; seals can be broken, but cannot subsequently be
put together without evidence of the break.

L. OPTICAL - Mirrors, telescopes, periscopes, etc., used to assist the
surveillance function, including photographic equipment.

M. MONITORING INSTRUMENTS - other instruments used in the performance

of surveillance.
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25. ALARM AND COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

A. Alarm stations
B. Central station
C. Communication system, fixed site, internal
D. Communication system, fixed site, external
E. Communication system, transit
F. Communication system, portable

G. Hot line
H. Emergency system

I. Equipment specification
J. Type of alarm

K. Silent alarm
L. Dual-premise alarm

M. Intrusion alarm
N. Duress alarm

1475 (27
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TERMS - BASE 25: ALARM AND COMMutlICATI0tl SYSTEM

A. ALARM STATI0tlS - Locations displaced from alarm sensors which annun-

ciate alarms to security personnel.

B. CEt4 TRAL STATI0f4 - A centrally located center for comunication which

is continuously manned - a comand post serving as (1) security
control room, (2) comunication center, (3) repository of
safeguards data, and/or (4) a headquarters.

C. COMMUNICATI0t1 SYSTEM, FIXED SITE IrlTERNAL - Intercoms, telephone

system, or substation radio system used for internal communications.

D. COMMUNICATION SYSTEM, FIXED SITE EXTERNAL - Telephone,

radiotalephone, radio, or other system (s) for communication from
central alarm station to points remote from site.

E. COMMUtlICATION SYSTEM, TRN4 SIT - Radio and telephone access points

along transportation routes.

F. COMMUtilCATION DEVICE, PORTABLE - Any hand held radio device carried

by security personneI, usually 2-way.

G. HOT LINE - A direct, special telephone linkage to local law enforce-

ment authorities or other assistance forces or authorities.

H. EMERGENCY SYSTEM - Backup or standby comunication systems and

power to ensure continuing safeguards system performance and

ef f ec tiveness .

I. EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATION - Specifications for manuf acturers, ranges,

frequency, or other performance characteristics.

J. ALARM TYPES - Intrusion, emergency exit, alert status, etc.

K. SILENT ALARMS - An alarm which annunciates at some location separate

Tro n detector or activation point.

L. DUAL-PREMISE ALARM - An alarm which requires redundant activation;

e.g., two or more sensors above a given threshold.
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M. INTRUSION ALARM - A tamper indicating electrical, electromechanical
or electroptical, electronic or similar device which will detect
intrusion into a security area (BASE 26) and alert safeguards
personnel by means of activated signals.

N. DURESS ALARM - A device which is activated in the event of an
emergency providing a signal which annunciates at a central alarm
station or other continuously manned station.
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26. SECURITY AREAS.

A. Barrier, vehicle off site, access

B. Barrier, fences

C. Barrier, walls

D. Barrier, ceilings and floors
E. Barrier, other

F. Protected area

G. Vital area

H. Material acces; area

I. Isolation zone
J. Temporary exclusion area

K. Exclusion area

L. Portals, people, ingress

M. Portals, people, egress

N. Portals, material

0. Emergency exits

P. Package, Packaging

Q. Material balance area
R. Item control area
S. Vault

T. Vault-type room

U. Movement control center

V. Containment

W. Containment vessel

X. Access denial apparatus

Y. Lighting
Z. Other areas

AA. Breaches

BB. Camouflage

CC. Windows, bullet-resisting
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TERMS - BASE 26: SECURITY AREAS

AREA - A two or three dimensional projection of the space enclosed by a
connected set of barriers and controlled openings.

BARRIER - Any passive physical constraint to persons or material
movement.

A. BARRIER, VEHICLE OFFSITE ACCESS - Approach roads, gates, moats, or

other barriers which restrict vehicle approach.

B. BARRIER, FENCE - Fences constructed of No. 11 American wire guage,

or heavier wire fabric, topped by three strands or more of barbed
wire or similar material on brackets angled outward between 30

U
and 45 from vertical, with an overall height of not less than

eight feet, including the barbed topping.(99) Fence
specific.itions include type, location, wire gauge, mesh size,
overall height, electrification, detection sensors, substrata,
foundation.

C. BARRIER, WALLS - Building walls constructed of stone, brick, cinder
block, concrete, steel or comparable materials (openings which are
secured by grates, doors, or covers of construction and fastening
of sufficient strength such that the integrity of the wall is not

lessened by any opening), or walls of similar construction, not
part of a building, provided with a barged topping described in
paragraph (f)(1) of this section of a height of not less than 8
feet.(100)

D. BARRIER, CEILINGS AND FLOORS - Ceilings and floors constructed to

offer resistance to penetration equivalent to that of building
walls described in paragraph (f)(2) of this section.(101)

E. BARRIER, OTHER - Any hardened barrier such as bunkers or obstacles

which serve to restrict vehicle or personnel access. Barrier

specifications include height, composition, thickness, roof, size,
location, windows, grates, skylights, grills, etc.

F. PROTECTED AREA - An area encompassed by a physical barrier and

to which access is controlled.I 2)
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G. VITAL AREA - Any area which contains vital equipment (BASE 28-!)
within a structure, the walls, roof, and floor of which constitute
physical barriers of construction at least as substantial as walls
(see Barrier, Walls, BASE 26-C).(103)

H. MATERIAL ACCESS AREA - Any locatior which contains special nuclear

material, within a vault or a building, the roof, walls, and floor
of which each constitute a physical barrier,(104) and that in
turn is located within a protected area.

I. ISOLATION ZONE - Any area, clear of all objects which could
conceal or shield an individual, adjacent to a physical barrier,
which is monitored to detect the presence of individuals or

vehicles within that area.(105)

J. TEMPORARY EXCLUSION AREA - Any area, access to which is controlled

and which affords temporary isolation of special nuclear material
in-transit and/or of the transports of such material.(106)

K. EXCLUSION AREA - The area around a nuclear or radiation facility to

which access is controlled.(25)

L. PORTAL, PEOPLE, INGRESS - A doorway, entrance, gate or other opening

in a barrier allowing personnel access.

M. PORTAL, PEOPLE, EGRESS - A doorway, entrance, gate or other opening,
in a barrier allowing personnel exit under normal circumstances.

N. PORTAL, MATERIAL - A doorway, entrance, gate, teceiving or shipping

dock or other opening in a barrier allowing only material to pass.

O. EMERGENCY EXIT - A portal normally secured, for exit by personnel

under emergency conditions.

PACKAGE - Packaging and its radioactive contents.I )
P.

PACKAGING - One or more receptacles, wrappers, and their contents

excluding fissile material and other radioactive material, but
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including absorbent material, spacing structures, thermal
insulation, radiation shielding, devices for cooling and for
absorbing mechanical shock, external fittings, neutron moderators,
nonfissile neutron absorbers, and other supplementary
equipment.(108) Packages may also be tamper-safed, locked,

alarmed, immobilized, or designed for other safeguarding
requirements.

Q. MATERIAL BALANCE AREA - An identifiable physical area such that

the quantity of nuclear material being moved into or out of the
area is represented by a measured value determined through an NRC

approved measurement and measurement control nrogram.

R. ITEM CONTROL AREA - An identifiable physical area such that the
quantity of nuclear material being moved into or out of the area is
controlled and accounted for by item identity and count for
previously determined special nuclear material quantities, the
validity of which is assured by tamper-safing unless the items are
sealed sources.

S. VAULT - A burglar-resistant windowless enclosure with walls, floor
and roof of: (1) Steel at least one-half inch thick, 2) reinforced
concrete or stone at least 8 inches thick, (3) non-reinforced
concrete or stone at least 12 inches thick, or (4) monolithic floor
or roof construction of equivalent resistance to entry, with a
built in lock in a steel door at least 1 inch thick, exclusive of
the locking mechanism.(109)

T. VAULT-TYPE ROOM - A roose with one or more doors, all capable of

being locked, protected by an intrusion sensing device which
creates an alarm upon the unauthorized entry of a person into a
room, exit from the room, or movement within the room.(110)

U. MOVEMENT CONTROL CENTER - An operations center which is remote from

transit activity (BASE-7) whiL provides tracking of convoy
progress, receives reports of attempted attacks or thefts, provides
a means for reporting these and other situations to appropriate
agencies and can request and coordinate appropriate aid.(III)
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V. CONTAINMENT .As used in safeguards, the physical barrier and
measures of physical protection that are designed to assure that
the flow of source and special nuclear material into and out of a

material balance area are known and that materials remain in the
assigned area. These measures include gate controls, waste
control, safing. and sealing, particularly during

transportation.(23,112)

Physical enclosures used to preclude the unauthorized change of
location of nuclear materials.(113)

W. CONTAINMENT VESSEL - The receptacle on which principal reliance is
placed to retain the radioactive material durir.;, transport.(II4)

X. ACCESS DENIAL APPARATUS - Physical apparatus such as foaming,

automatic closing, thermite welding, etc., which operate either
automatically or manually to seal or deactivate access to security
areas.

Y. LIGHTING - Illumination for security areas for surveillance
purposes including automatic and manual, manuf acturers, intensity,
locations.

Z. OTHER AREAS - Designated security areas such as handling, storage,

shipping and receiving areas, change rooms, observation galleries,
item control areas, etc.

AA. BREACHES - Openings in prote-ted areas for items other than
personnel or materials, including tunnels, storm and waste drains,
water irt., 's, conduits, culverts, creeks, canals, etc. (Does not
necessarily imply defeat of barriar integrity.)

BB. CAMOUFLAGE - Methods of concealment of security are :s or equipment.

CC. WINDOWS, BULLET-RESISTING - Openings in barriers which are for the
purpose of observation including specifications 'or resistance

against ponetration by projectiles.
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27. ARMAMENT, PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

A. Handguns

B. Small arms

C. Arms specifications
0. Bullet-resisting clothing
E. Aerosol irritants
F. Radiation protection

,

G. Military weapons
H. Ammunitiun

I. Fire protection

J. Other

1475 35
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TERMS - BASE 27: ARMAMENT, PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

A. HANDGUNS - Firearms which can be used with one hand; pistols.

B. SMALL ARMS - Firearms which can be carried by hand, including iifles

shotguns.

C. ARMS SPECIFICATIONS - Manufacturer, caliber, performance,

portability, etc. of small arms and handguns.

D. BULLET RESISTING CLOTHING - Vests, helmets, etc., whici, resist

penetration of small arms fire.

E. AEROSOL IRRITANTS - Tear gas, mace, and other irritants used to
immobilize or detract from personnel function.

F. RADIATION PROTECTION - Equipment used te protect from exposure,

including clothing and handling devices.

G. MILITARY WEAPONS - Automatic weapons, grenades, mortars, and other

devices not accessible to general public normally associated with
military organizations.

H. AMMUNITION - The projectiles used in handguns, small arms and

military weapons. Casings, cladding and other specifications or
performance characteristics.

I. FIRE PROTECTION - Equipment used to prevent, detect, or reduce

consequences of fire to personnel.

J. OTHER -
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28. OTHER SAFEGUARDS EQUIPMENT

A. Locks

B. Keys, card keys, ccmbinations
C. Unif orms

D. Vehicles, fixed site

E. Vehicles, transport

F. Badges

G. Signs

H. Measurement system

I. Vital equipment

J. Automated entry control system

1475 ;37
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TERMS - BASE 28: 0THER SAFEGUARDS EQUIPMENT

A. LOCK - For vaults or vault-type rooms means a three-position,
manipulation resistant, dial type, built-in cambination lock or
combination padlock and in the case of fences, walls, and buildings
means an integral door lock or padlock which provides protection
equivalent to a six-tumbler cylinder lock. Lock in the case of a
vault or vault-type room also means any manipulation resistant,
electromechanical device which provides the same function as a
built-in combination lock or combination padlock which can be
operated remotely or by the " reading" or insertion of information,
which can be uniquely characterized, and which allows operation of
the device. " Locked" means protected by an operable lock.

B. KE7S - An implement designed to open a lock including metallic
notched and grooved pieces, key cards using electromagnetic
imprints, or combinations.

C. UNIFORMS - Distinctive outfits intended to identify the presence of
safeguards or security personnel.

D. VEHICLES, FIXED SITE - A conveyance for transporting personnel,

equipment, or materials within a fixed site including delivery.

E. VEHICLES, TRANSPORT - A conveyance use for transport of nuclear

material between fixed sites (see BASE 7).

F. BADGES - A device or emblem worn for identification of personnel

G. SIGNS - A board, poster, or placard used to advertise or notify
personnel about safeguards procedures, rules, or regulations.

H. MEASUREMENT SYSTEM - all of the apparatus, equipment, instruments,
and procedures used in performing a measurement.(92)

I. VITAL EQUIPMENT - Any equipment, system, device or material the

failure, destruction, or release of which could directly or

indirectly endanger the public health and safety by expoSJre to
radiation. Equipment or systems which would be requireo to
function to protect public health and safety following such a
failure, destruction, or release are considered to be vital.
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J. AUTOMATED ENTRY CONTROL SYSTEM - an entry control system in which

entry to or exit from a controlled area is handled automatically,
requiring security force intervention only when situations arise
which cannot be handled in a normal manner.( }
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29. LOCATION IN SAFEGUARDS SYSTEM

A. Trar.si t

B. Offsite

C. Protected area perimeter
D. Within protected area

E. Material access area perimeter

F. Within material access area
G. Access to material

1A75
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TERMS - BASE 29: LOCATION IN SAFEGUARDS SYSTEM

LOCATION - Position or boundaries within which personnel or material of
interest are contained within the safeguards system (particularly
location relative to areas in BASE 26).

A. TRANSIT - Material in transit. (BASE 7)

8. OFFSITE - The area of property or controlled area beyond the
facility exclusion area, but within the proximity of the facility.

C. PROTECTED AREA PERIMETER - In the proximitv of a protected area,
e.g. within an isolaion zone or exclusion area.

D. WITHIN PROTECTED AREA - Inside an area protected by a barrier.

E. MATERIAL ACCESS AREA PERIMETER - In the relative proximity of a
material access area.

F. WITHIN MATERIAL ACCESS AREA - Access to material in process or
packages containing material.

G. ACCESS TO MATERIAL - Integrity of packages or containers is
breached.
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30. ADVERSARY CHARACTERISTICS

A. Number of personnel

B. Degree of access

C. Intelligence capability
D. Armament

E. Knowledge and expertise

F. Dedication

G. Organization

H. Resourcefulness

I. 3acking

J. Insi der

3476 542
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TERMS - BASE 30: ADVERSARY CHARACTERISTICS

ADVERSARY - An individual or an organized group intending to cause
adverse societal consequences or to threaten public health and safety
or national security through acts involving nuclear material (113) or
nuclear facilities.

A. NUMBER OF PERSONNEL - Quantity of people in adversary group.

B. DEGREE OF ACCESS - Location in safeguards system achieved by
adversary aroup or level of authorization of an inside member of an
adversary group.

C. INTELLIGENCE CAPABILITY - Level or detail of information regarding
the safeguards system available to the adversary group.

D. ARMAMENT - Types and performance of weapons (BASE 28) available to
adversary group.

E. KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERTISE - Familiarity with safeguards systems func-

tions and understanding gained through experience.

F. DEDICATION - The degree of commitment of adversary group to achieve
its particular objective.

G. ORGANIZATION - The orderly, functional structure of the adversary
group (see BASE 2J).

H. RESOURCEFULNESS - Capability of adversary group in responding to
action of safeguards responses.

I. BACKING - Support of higher level adversary authority such as
international terrorist organizations which can be drawn upon for
resources when needed in particular stages of adversary action.

J. INSIDER - A member of the adversary group who has authorized access

to any or all portions of a facility or transport operation.

.
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31. TYPE OF ADVERSARY ACTION

A. Covert theft
B. Diversion

C. Overt theft
D. Sabotage

E. Hoax
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TERMS - BASE 31: TYPE OF ADVERSARY ACTION

ADVERSARY ACTION - Means employed to gain access to material
for radiological sabotage.

RADIOLOGICAL SAB0TAGE - Any deliberate act directed against a plant

or transport in which an activity licensed pursuant to the regulations
is conducted or against a component of such a plant or t ansport which
could directly or indirectly endanger the public health and safety by
exposure to radiation other than such acts by an enemy of the United
States, whether foreign government or other person.(116)

THEFT - An act of stealing, the illegal taking and carrying away of
the goods of another; larceny.(126)
A. COVERT THEFT - Any theft other than overt involving stealth where

the adversary acts to avoid detection of his presence or act, or
deceit where the adversary seeks to misrepresent his character or
his act.

B. DIVERSION - The deliberate, unauthorized movement or mislocation of

nuclear material from its normal flow streams. Diversion is
distinguished from theft in that theft of material involves the
removal of the material from its authorized location, while
diversion involves illicit use of the material in its authorized
location.

C. OVERT THEFT - Open and observable adversary action not concealed or
hidden; theft using force.

D. SAB0TAGE - The damage of property, equipment, or procedures so as

to obstruct safeguards systems from functioning by deliberate
subversion in either covert or overt manner.

E. H0AX - A threat made by a group or individual, lacking the
capability % perform the actions threatened, with the intent of
extorting concessions from the government or private
individuals.(126)
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32. STAGE OF ADVERSARY ACTION SEQUENCE

A. Recruiting

B. Motivation
C. Planning - material use
D. Planning - selection of target
E. Planning - event

F. Resource acquisition

G. Practice and training

H. !mplement theft

I. Post possession material preparations

J. Delivery

K. Fulfill intent - end event
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TERMS - BASE 32: STAGE OF ADVERSARY ACTION SEQUENCE

ADVERSARY ACTION - An activity which an adversary must perform in
order to perpetrate an event.(ll3)

ADVERSARY ACTION SEQUENCE - An ordered set of adversary actions which

cortunences with the decision to produce an end event and terminates with
the occurrence of an end event, or interruption (113) of the sequence.

A. RECRUITING - The collection or forming of a group of potential
adversaries or perpetrators.

B. MOTIVATION - The establishing of incentives or motives stimulating
possible action (e.g., revenge, personal gain, or politics).

C. PLANNING--MATERIAL USE - Determination of intended material use
including detonation of nuclear device, dispersion, political
blackmail, financial blackmail, sale to third party, damaging
manipulation (sabotage), etc.

D. PLANNING--TARGET SELECTION - Material attractiveness, vulnerable

points in safeguards system, and other results of intelligence
gathering.

E. PLANNING--EVENT - Formulation of attack plans including defining
required resources and attributes, reconnaissance, selection of
operational mode, define acceptable degree of risk, establish
specific responsibilities and sequence of activities, preparation,
and contingencies.

F. RESOURCE ACQUISITION - Insiders / outsiders (talents, knowledge,

expertise), specialized equipment and armament, money, support of
other organizations, etc.

G. PRACTICE & TRAINING - Preparatory activity.

H. IMPLEMENT THEFT - Adversary action including overcoming safeguards,
material acquisition and getaway.

1. DELIVERY - Transport of material to safe destinations.

J. FULFILL INTENT - Culminate with planned material use.

END EVENT - An event involving nuclear material or facilities

brought about by the completion of an adversary action sequence; an
event producing societal consequences.
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33. CONSEQUENCE REDUCTION (MITIGATION OF EFFECTS)

A. Evacuation

B. Shelter
C. Medical

D. Decontamination

E. Dilution - denature
F. Negotiation
G. Use denial

H. Damage control

I. Assessment
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TERMS - BASE 33: CONSEQUENCE REDUCTION (MITIGATION OF EFFECTS)

CONSEQUENCES - Losses to society caused by perpetration of an event,

including death, injury, and property damage, as well as other
types of losses to society.

SOCIETAL RISK - The expected loss to society from a particular
source of activity, or from all activities. In the safeguards
context, the societal risk is the expected consequences which will
arise from the perpetration of willful, illegitimate events, c"er a
given period of time, involving nuclear material or nuclear
facilities.

A. EVACUATION - To relinquish possession or to remove personnel or
general public from safeguarded areas or other areas under
potential risk.

B. SHELTER - To provide physical cover or refuge from potential conse-
quences.

C. MEDICAL - Medical facilities or procedures available to reduce risk
from potential consequences.

D. DECONTAMINATION - To make safe for personnel or general public by

removal of nuclear materials to a level that is safe for
habitation.

E. DILUTION--DENATURE - To render material undesirable to an
adversary consequences by adding a highly radioactive contaminant
that will prevent the safe removal of the material from its

containment, or by reducing the concentration of the material by
adding another material to it which is difficult to separate by
readily available means.

F. NEGOTIATION - To assuade an adversary from his threat or reach an

accommodation by conferring or discussing.

G. USE-DENIAL - Prevention of potential consequences by sealing,
dismantling, immobilizing, or other means activated at a particular
stage of adversary action, particularly applying to occupation or
takeover of facility or in-transit vehicle.

"-"
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H. DAMAGE CONTROL - Procedures to mitigate, account, repair, or replace

losses due to events which impair or halt the functioning of

activities.

I. ASSESSMENT - The estimate of the impact of successful adversary

acts in terms of economic, health and safety or other social costs.
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ALPHABETICAL LISTING

TERM Base

A

Abnormal situations 15
Access control 13
Access control records 18
Access denial 26
Access registration 13
Access registration 18
Access, vehicle 13
Accident probability reduttion 20
Accountability 23
Accountants 3
Accounting 18
Accounting 23
Acquisition, resources 32
Accuracy 23
Additions to material in process 23
Adju stment 23
Adversary action 32
Adversary action mode 31
Adversary action sequence 32
Adversary characteristics 30
Advertisement 19
Aerosol irritants 27
Agreement state 3
Air 7
Alarm and communication system 25
Alarm annunciation 16
Alarm annunciation procedures 21
Alarm annunciation records 18
Alarm assessment 15
Alarm, duress 25
Alarm limits 15
Alarm mode 8
Alarm station 25
Anendments to licenses 2
Ammunition 27
Analysts, measurement technicians 3
Animals 24
Appeals board 3
Arpeals by applicant 2
Appeals by intervenor 2
Appeals by licensee 2
Apprehension and recovery 4
Approval site 8
Area, vital 26
Armament 30
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TERM Base

Armament, protective equipment 27

Arms specifications 27

Arrangements for assistance 17

Arrest 16

Arrest of other terrorists 19

Assay 6

Assessmed of contingency 16

Assessment of threat 16

Assessment of consequence 33

Assurance 4

Assurance 20

Atomic safety and licensing board 3

Attractiveness, material 12

Audit 23

Auditors 3

Authorization criteria 13

Authorized individual 3

Automated entry control system 28

Avoidance 12

Avoidance of population center 20

B

Backfitting or modification 8

Badge display 13

Badges 28

Badge, system 17

oJ ince, material 23

Barr: 2, , m ilings and floors 26

Barrier, ferces 26

Barrier, otht.c 26

Barrier, specifications 26

Barrier. vehicle off site access 26

Barrier, walls 26
23Beginning inventory

Book inventory 23

Breaches 26

Briefings and educational programs 19

Bullet-resisting clothing 27
3Buyer's inspectors

By-product material 9

C

Calibration 23

Call assistance 16
26Camouflage
22Capabilities

Capability, intelligence (adversary) 30

Carrier, transportation 3

Ceilings and floors, barriers 26
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TERM Base

Central alarm station 25
Central station 21
Chain of command 22
Changes, security plan 17
Checks, portals 14
Chemical conversion 6
Chemical separation 6
Civil disturbance 15
Clothing change 13
Claarance, security 15
Commencement of construction 8
Common language 21
Comnion mode f ailure 12
Communications 18
Communications 21
Communication system 25
Communication system, fixed site, external 25
Communication system, fixed site, internal 25
Communication system, portable 25
Communication system, transit 25
Compliance 20
Confirmation 13
Consequence reduction 4
Consequence reduction 33
Construction 8
Construction contractor 3
Consultant agent 3
Containment 4
Containment 26
Containment vessel 26
Contingency response 16
Continuous knowledge 12
Continuously manned 13
Continuous patrols 14
Continuous surveillance 14
Contraband 14
Control 4
Control center, movement 26
Control of documents 18
Control test 17
Corrective action 20
Corrective action 23
Covert theft 31
Critical 8
Criticality 8
Critical mass 11
Curies 11
Custody 23
Custcdy, equipment 22
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TERM Base

D

Damage control 33
Decommissioning 8
Decontamination 33
Dedication 30
Defense 4

Degree of access 30
Delay 12
Delivery 32
Depleted, uranium 10
Denial, use 33
Description of material 18
Design 8
Design basis incident 17
Design basis threat 17
Design basis for basic physical protection 17
Designers 3

Design bases 17
Design features 17
Design records 18
Design, relationships 17
Design, surveillance 17
Designated responsible party 3

Detection 4
Detectors, explosive 24
Detectors, metal 24
Detectors, motion 24
Detectors, pressure sensitive 24
Detectors, SNM 24
Deterrence 4
Deterrence 19
Deviation from authorized 15
Dilution - denature 33
Discards 23
Dismantling 8
Diversion 31
focument control 18
Door locking, interlocking

,
13

Doorway monitors 13
Drills 20
Dual-premise alarm 25
Duress alarm 25
Duties 22

E

Effective kilograms of SNM 11

Egress, portals 26
Element 9

Elemental forms 10

B-ll3
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TERM Base

Emergencies, contingencies 17
Emergency system 25
Emergency exits 26
Employees 13
Employees of licensee 3
End event 32
Ending inventory 23
Enforcement 2
Enriched uranium 10
Enrichment 6
Enrichment category 9
Enrichment plant 5

Environmental impact analysis 2
Equipment 25
Equipment and material registration 18
Equipment custody 22
Equipment, design, placement, performance 17
Errce, random 23
Escorts, personnel 13
Escorts, security 3

Evacuation 33
Event, threat 15
Exclusion, vehicle 13
Exclusion area, temporary 26
Event, operational 15
Events, natural 15
Events, nonroutine 15
Events, nuclear 15
Exclusion area 26
Expertise, adversary 30

F

Facility time phase 8
Facility type 5

Fail safe 12
Failure, comon-mode 12
Failure, single-mode 12
Fence specifications 26
Fertile material 9
Final storage 5

Final storage 6
Fiscal, year-end inventory 23
Fissile classification I - III 11

Fissile isotope 9
Fissile material 9
Fixed site 21
Fixed site, operations 6
Fixed site, vehicles 28
Floors and ceilings, barriers 26
Formula quantity 11
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TERM Base

Fuel fabrication 6

Fuel production or fabrication 5

Fuel reprocessing 5

Fuel storage, interim 6
Fulfill intended material use (adversary) 32

G

Glassification, waste 6

Glass windows, bullet-resisting 26

Goal requirements 1

Government boards, commissions 3

Guard 3

Guard posts 14

Guidance and/or standards 2

H

Handguns 27

Handling, storage, shipping (planning) 17

Hardware 19

Hearing, pub'ic 8

Hoax 31

Hot line 25

Hot pursuit 16

I

Identification information 13

Identification of security threats 15

Identification procedures 15

Illumination, visibility 14

Implement theft 32

Incidents, violations, infractions 18

Indicating, tamper 12

Individual, authorized 3

Individuals, types (security organization) 22

Infiltration 19

Informants 14

Information, restriction 19

Informers 19

Ingress, portals 26

Insider 30

Inspection 2

Inspections 20

Inspections and tests records 18

Intregrity 12

Intents, safeguards 4

'qtelligence capability 30

Interim storage 7

interim storage access control 13

Internal waterv ay 7

Interruption 12

Intrusion and detection devices 24
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TERM Base,

Inventory 23
Beginning inventory 23
Book inventory 23
Cumulative difference 23
Difference 23
Ending inventory 23
Fiscal-year-end i1ventory 23
In-process inventory 23
Physical inventory 23
Write-off 23

Investigation 15
Irradiation 6
Irritants, aerosol 27
Isolation 13
Isolation zone 26
Isotopic form 10
Item control area 26

J

K

Key personnel 14
Keys 28
Keys, locks, combinations (design specifications) 17
Knowledge and expertise (adversary) 30

L

Language, common 21
Large quantity 11
Laws 19
lavel of protection 12
Level of response 16
Liaison 16
Liaison with law enforcement agencies 15
License 2
Licensee 3
Licensing 2
Lighting 26
Limit of error 23
Locations for surveillance 14
Location in safeguards system 29
Locations 21
Locks 28

M

Maintenance 8
Maintenance 20
Maintenance 21
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TERM Base

Management 22
Manager, process 3

Manager, safeguards 3

Markings, vehicle 19

Material access area 26
Material access area location 29
Material access area perimeter 29
Material accounting system 23
Material and equipment registraticn 13

Material attractiveness 12
Material balance 23
Material balance area 26
Material, fertile 9

Material, fissile 9

Material in process 9
Material location 29
Material measures 11

Material portals 26
Materials, nuclear 9
Material, special nuclear 9
Material type classification 9

Medical 33
Measureinents 23
Measurement error 23
Measurement system 23
Measurement technicians, analysts 3

Military weapons 27
Milling 6
Mines 24
Mining 6
Mobility 30
Modification or backfitting 8
Monitors, doorway requirements 13

Monitoring 14

Motivation 32
Movement control center 26

N

Natural events 15
Natural uranium 10
Natural wariness 12
Need-to-know 15
Negotiation 33
Neutralize 12
Nonconforming materials, parts, or components 17
Nonlicensee auditors 3

Non-normal 21

Non routine events 15
Non-voice 21

Normal operation 8

Nuclear event 15
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TERM Base

Nuclear regulatory commission 3
Nude walk through 13
Number of personnel 30
Numbers 22

0

Offsite 29
Operating procedures 6
Operating status 20
Operation -- fixed site 6
Operation -- transit 7

Operational event 15
Operators 3
Optical 24
Organization 30
Organization, adversary 32
Organization, security 22
Other areas 26
Other safeguards equipment 28
Overt theft 31

P

Package 26
Package search 13
Package specifications 26
Packaging 26
Patrols 14

continuous 14
periodic 14
random 14

Percent enrichment 11

Performance 20
Performance criteria, safeguards 12
Performance requirement 1

Permanent waste storage 5
Person 3
Personnel 14
Personnel 18
Personnel duties, security 13
Personnel escort 13
Personnel search 13
Physical inventory 23
Physical security plan 17
Physician 3
Planning 8
Planning 17
Planning, adversary event 32

B-123
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TERM Base

Planning, design 17

Planning, material use 32
Planning, selection of adversary target 32
Plans, shipping 17

Plant isolation 17

Portal checks 14

Portals, people, egress 26
Portals, people, ingress 26
Portals, material 26
Post possession material preparation, adversary 32
Posts and patrols 22
Power production 6

Power reactor 5

Practice and training, adversary 32

Prevention 4
Preve.; tion 12

Primary, secondary 21

Procedural requirement 1

Procedures, employee 13
Procedures, identification 13
Process managers 3

Procurement 18

Produce 5

Production, fuel 5

Product, ultimate 9

Program audit 20
Prohibit stops 13

Protect 12

Protected areas 26
Protected area perimeter 29
Protected area, within 29
Protection 4
Protection in depth - see redundancy 20
Protection, level 12
Protection, radiation 27
Provision 20
Public hearing 8
Publication of adversary f ailures 19
Pursuit, hot 16

Q

'

Qualifications 22
Quality assurance (performance requirement) 12
Quality assurance (records) 18

Quality assurance (verify effectiveness) 20
Quality control 23
Quantity, f ormula 11

Quantity, large 11
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TERM Bise

R

Radiation protection 27
Radi activity 11

curies 11
large quantity 11
transport group 11
type A and type B 11

Radiological sabotage 31
Rail 7
Random error 23
Random, patrols 14
Rapid 12
Real-time 12
Receipts 23
Receipt, unopened 9
Records 23
Records and reports 18
Records, shipping 18
Recovery, scraps 6
Reduction of accident probability 20
Redundancy 20
Reference standard 23
Refining 6
Registration, access 18
Registration of material and equipment 18
Regulatory activity 2
Regulatory requirement 1
Remote 14
Removal from materials in process 9
Report status 21
Reports to NRC 18
Reprocessing, fuel 5
Requalificator 20
Requirements, goal 1
Requirements, performance

1
Requirements, procedural 1
Research 2
Research and test reactor 5
Resource acquisition 32
Resourcefulness 30
Response 16
Response 18
9esponse level 16
Response time 16
Response to contingency events 16
Response to security contingencies 66
Response to security threats 16
Responsibilities 17
Responsibilities 22
Restricted data 19
Restriction of information 19
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TERM Base

Rewards 19
Road 7

Room, vault type 26
Rule making 2

S

Sabotage 31

Safeguards, equipment 28
Safeguards intents 4
Safeguards manager 3

Safeguards (effectiveness) performance criteria 12
Safe haven 13
Sampling 23
Schedules 17
Scheduling 21

Scheduling, temporal, time limits 13
Scrap recovery 6
Scrap, waste 9
Screening 22
Sea 7

Seal checks 14
Seals 24
Searches, vehicle 13
Search, packages 13
Search, personnel 13
Security areas 26
Security area isolation 17
Security clearance 15
Security equipment 17
Security escorts 3
Security organization 22
Security personnel duties 13
Security plan changes 17
Security threat, response 16
Self-checking 12
Separation, chemical 6
Shelter 33
Shipments 23
Shipping plans 17
Shipping records 18
Significant amount 11

Signs 28
Signs, warning 19
Silent alarm 25
Single mode failure 12
Site approval 8
Small arms 27
Societal risk 33
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TERM Base

Source material 9
Special form 11

Special nuclear material 9
Special skills 22
Special temporary procedures 17
Specifications 21
Specifications, package 26
Spent fuel storage 5
Stage of adversary action sequence 32
State license review 3
Standards 2
Standard reference 23
Station, alarm 25
Status, operating 20
Status report 21
Stops 7
Storage, final 5
Stnrage, interim 7
Strategic special nuclear material 9
Surveillance 14
Surveillance 18
Surveillance design 17
Surveillance scheduling 14
Systematic error 23

T

Tactics 16
Tamper-indicating 19
Tamper-safing 19
Technicians, measurement 3
Technology transfer 2
Telephone 21
Television 24
Temporal 16
Tempora!, scheduling,(surveillance) 14
Temporal, scheduling, time limits 13
Temporary exclusion area 26
Temporary procedures 17
Test 12
Test control 17
Test control 20
Test equipment 24
Tests 22
Tests and inspections 18
Theft 31
Theft, covert 31
Theft, overt 31
Threat assessment 16
Threat event 15
Threat or alarm mode 8
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TERM Base

Time limits, temporal, scheduling 13

Timeliness 12

Time, response 16

Time phase of facility 8

Timing 21

Traceability 23

Tracing, (investigations) 15

Training 22

Transfer 7

Transit storage, interim 13

Transit 29

Transport 21

Transport group 11

Transport, vehicles 28

Transportation carrier 3

Traps 24

Type A and type B quantities 11

Type of adversary action mode 31

Type of alarm 25

Types of individuals (security organization) 22

U

Ultimate product 9

Unaccountable 23

Uncertainty 23

Uniforms 28

United States 3

Unopened receipt 9

Uranium - depleted 10

Uranium - enriched 10

Uranium - natural 10

Use denial 33

Utili zation 6

V

Vault 26

Vault checks 14
26Vault-type room

Vehicle access 13

Vehicle exclusion 13

Vehicle markings 19

Vehicle searches 13

Vehicles, fixed site 28
28Vehicles, transport

Vessel, containment 26

Violations, infractions, incidents 19

Visibility, illumination 14
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TERM Base

Visitors 13
Vital are' 26
Vital equipment 28
Vouched for by identified person 13

W

Wariness, natural 12
Warning 16
Wcen ing, signs 19
Wall';, barrier 26
Waste glassification 6
Waste scrap 9
Waste storage, interim 5
Waste storage, interim 6
Waste storage, permanent 5
Watchman 3
Weapons, military 27
Weapons, specification 17
Weight 11
Within material access area 29
Within protected area 29
Write-off inventory 23

X

Y

Z

Zone, isolation 26
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NOTES

1. Roland J. Cc it al., " Structure and Draf ting of Safeguard Regulatory
Documents,' 's;. 2408, Battelle Human Affairs Research Center and
Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory, Sept. 30,1977, pp. 37-38.

2. Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10 Energy Parts ) to 199 (InclJde
Chapter 1: Nuclear Regulatory Commission). Revised as of January 1,
1977. U.S. Government Printing Office, 1977, 2.800, pp. 66-67.

3. Ibid., Adapted from 70.4, p. 349.

4. Ibid., Adapted from 70.34, p. 359.

5. Ibid., 50.70, p. 286.

6. Ibid., 70.55, p. 367.

70.55 Inspections.

(a) Each licensee shall afford to the Commission at all reasonable
times opportunity to inspect special nuclear material and the
premises and facilities wherein specir.1 nuclear material is used,
produced, or stored.

(b) Each licensee shall make available to the Commission for
inspection, upon reasonable notice, records kept by the licensee
pertaining to his receipt, possession, use, acquisition, import,
export, or transfer of special nuclear material.

(21 F.R. 764, Feb. 3,1956, as amended at 32 F.R. 2583, Feb. 7,
1967. Redesignated at 25 F.R. 1607, Feb. 25, 1960 and 25 F.R.
12730, Dec. 13, 1960)

7. Ibid., 71.63, p. 387
71.63 Inspection and tests.

(a) The licensee shall permit the Commission at all reasonable times
to inspect the licensed material, packaging, and premises and
facilities in which the licensed material or packaging are used.

8. Ibid., 50.110, p. 289.

9. Ibid., 70.71, p. 374.

10. Ibid., 71.64, p. 387.

11. Ibid., 73.80,- 402.
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12. Ibid. , 50.2(n), p. 253, 70.4(j), p. 349.

13. Ibid., 73.2(b), p. 391.

14. Ibid. , 73.2(c), p. 391.

15. Ibid., 73.2(d), p. 391.

16. ibid. , 71.4(a), p. 375.

17. St aguards Dictionary, for the Office of Safeguards and MaterialsJ

Management, United States Atomic Energy Commission, by Brookhaven
National Laboratory, WASH-1173, July 1971.

(a) Ibid., p. 16, quoted: Safeguards Committee (1970), Agreements
between states and the Agency requested in connection with the
Treaty on the Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weapons, GOV /COM.
22162, 17 September 1970, and revisions dated 20 October 1970 and
30 October 1970.

(b) Ibid., p. 16, quoted: United States Atomic Energy Commis-
sion, Manuals, Rules, and Regulations and other Official
Publications.

18. Code of Federal Regulations, op. cit., 50.2(a), p. 252

19. Ibid., 100.3(d), p. 410.

20. Ibid., 50.21(c)(3), p. 258.
,

21. Ibid., 170.3(h), p. 462.

22. Ibid., 170.3(m), p. 462.

23. Safeguards Dictionary, op. cit., quoted: the Technical Support
Organization, for the Office of Safeguards and Material Management, at
Brookhaven National Laboratory.

24. Code of Federal Regulations, op. cit., 70.4(r), p. 350.

25. U.S. A. Standard Glossary of Terms in Nuclear Science and Technology,by
Atomics Industrial Forum, Inc., Approved by United States of America
Standards Institute, 1967.

26. Alternatives for Managing Wastes from Reactor and Post-Fission
Operations in the I.WR Fuel Cycle. ERDA-76-43, Vol. 1, United States
Energy Research and Development Administration, 1976. p. 4.2.

27. Ibid., adapted from pp. 6.90-6.91.
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28. Ibid., p. 2.3.

29. Code of Federal Regulations, op. cit., 50.l(6), p. 252.

30. Safeguards Dictionary, op. cit., quoted: the Institute of Nuclear
Materials Management, Standards Committee, Provisional Definitions of
Corr.11only used Terms in Nuclear Material fianagement.

31. Ibid., (adopted definition from International Atomic Energy Agency).

32. U.S.A. Standard Glossary af Terms in Nuclear Science and Technology,
op. cit.

33. Safeguards Dictionary, op. cit.

34. Alternatives for Managing Wastes from Reactor and Post-F Mston
Operation in the LWR Tuel Cycle, op. cit., p. 2.9.

35. Ibid., p. 15.

36. Ibid., p. 17.1.

37. Ibid., p. 4.1.

38. Code of Federal Regulations, op. cit., 50.l(6) p. 252.

39. Ibid., 150.3(k), p. 455.

40. Ibid., 170.3(n), p. 462.

41. Ibid., 73.2(v), (as given in Federal Register, Vol. 42, No. 128, July
5, 1977, P. 34313).

42. Ibid., 51.52, pp. 338-339.

43. Ibid., 70.4(s), p. 350.

44. Ibid., 50.10(b) pp. 254-255.

45. Ibid., 50.109 p. 289.

46. Technology, Safety, and Costs of Decommissioning a Reference Nuclear
ual Reprocessing Plant, Battelle, Pacific Northwest Laboratory,c

uctober 1977, p.12-9.

47. Code of Federal Regulations, op. cit.
70.4(m), p. 174 (also defined in 20.3 (a)(16). p. 147,
30.4(t), p. 174, 50.2(g), p. 253, 140.3(i), p. 421,
150.3(i), p. 455, 170.3(k) p. 462.)
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48. Ibid., 40.4(i) p. 238.

49. Ibid., 40.4(h), p. 238.
30.4(s), p. 174.
20.3(a.15), p. '47.

140.3(h), p. 421.
170.3(j ), p. 462.

50. Ibid., 50.2(p), p. 253.
70.4(1), p. 349.

51. Ibid., 150.3(h), p. 455.

52. Federa' Register, Vol. 42, No. 128, Tuesday, July 5, 1977. 73.2(t)p. 34'sl3.

53. Code of Federal Regulations, op. cit.
50.2(g), p. 253.
30.4(d), p. 173.

150.3(c), p. 454
170.3(a), p. 461.

54. Ibid., 70.4(u), p. 350.

55. Ibid., 71.4(e), p. 373.

56. Safeguards Dictionary, op. cit., referenced: United States Atomic
energy Commission, Division of Technical Information, Nuclear Terms,
October 1966.

57. Code of Federal Regulations, op. cit., 70.51(a)(4) p. 363

58. Ibid., 70.51(a)(ll), p. 363.

59. Ibid., 70.51(a)(2), p. 363.

60. Ibid., 70.51(a)(7), p. 363.

61. Ibid., 70.51(a)(12), p. 363.

62. Ibid., 70.51(a)(9), p. 363.

63. Ibid., 70.51(a)(1) p. 363.

64. Ibid., 70.51(a)(3) p. 363.

65. Safeguards Dictionary, op. cit., quoted: International Atomic Energy
Agency.

66. Code of Federal Regulations, op. cit. 30.4(f) p. 173.
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67. Ibid., 71.4(f), p. 376.

68. Ibid., 71.4(p), p. 377.

69. Ibid. , 71 4(q), p. 377.

70. Ibid., 71.4(g), p. 377.

71. Ibid., 71.4(d), p. 375.

72. Ibid., 70.4(t), p. 350.

73. Ibid., 71.4(o), p. 377.

74. Federal Register, Vol. 42, No. 128, July 5, 1977 73.2(u), p. 34313.

75. Code of Federal Regulations, op. cit., 150.ll(a), p. 456.

76. An Assessment of Some Safeguards Evaluation Techniques. L. G. Gref and
J. W. Rosengren, R&D Associates, February 1977, NUREG-0141.

77. McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific & Technical Terms

78. Code of Federal Regulations, op. cit., 70.51(a)(10), p. 363.

79. Ibid., 70.57(a)(1) p. 368.

80. Ibid., 70.51(a)(6), p. 363.

81. Safeguards Dictionary, op. cit., referenced: United States Atomic
Energy Commission, Office of Safeguards on Material Management.

82. Ibid., who reference United States Atomic Energy Commission, Division
of Nuclear Materials Safeguards, Proposed Guide for Prcparation of
Fundamental Material Controls and Nuclear Materials Safeguards
Procedures, Revision A, April 1968.

83. Accounting Research Study, No. 7, Inventory of Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles for Business Enterprises, American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants, 1976.

84. Brown, F. (of UKAEA), Letter to F. T. Miles, Reference FB/69/COS 36,
October 2, 1966.

85. Safeguards Dictionary, op. cit., quoted: the United States Atomic
Energy Commission, Division of Nuclwar Materials Safeguards, Proposed
Guide for Preparation of Fundamental Material Controls and Nuclear
Material Safeguards Procedura , December 1967.
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86. Lamb, Ralph F., Management of Nuclear Materials, Van Nostrand,
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APPENDIX C

KEYWORD RETRIEVAL SYSTEM

The regulations contained in Parts 70, 71, and 73 of Chapter 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations have been established in a computerized informa-
tion system. The system is based on keyword retrieval of the elements of the
Safeguards Index given in Appendix A. The system was created t, demonstrate
the potential utility of automatically identifying specific requirements con-
tained in the regulations.

Since the conte'1t of the regulations is informational, it is natural to
explore some of the possibilities which may be afforded by an automated sys tem.
Although the system demonstrated here limited in capability, it exhibits a
number of the attributcs of a more detailed information system.

This Appendix discusses the basic system which was implemented and de.non-

strates its capabilities. General comments regarding information systems and
their pctential application to structured safeguards regulations are also
given. Possible extensions of the demonstrated system and guidelines for its
use are also discussed.

C.1 NEED FOR ll4 FORMATION SYSTEMS

To make effective use of the huge quantities of data that are beir;
stored in computers, interest in database and information system theory and
design has increased. Practical systems have been designed and implemented

in numerous organizations, including bank,, hcspi?ls, manufacturing companies,
universities, and the government.

A database is an efficient organization and structure of computer files
for raw data storage. An information system is an ordered set of methods,
procedures, and resources designed to process stored data into a 1'orm which
facil .tates its use in achieving some objective. Thus, a database contains

unstructured raw data, information is selected data that is meaningful tu
the user, pd an information system is a machine that converts raw data into
information.
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Information systems have potential utility in the context of structural
safeguards regulation. For example, the ability to quickly retrieve require-

ments pertaining to a specific area of interest would be immediately beneficial.
Similar systems can be used in the creation and analysis of proposed regulc-
ti ons . To illustrate this potential, a simple information system was createu
to retreive selected contents of the list structures developed for classifying
the safeguards regulations. The section below demonstrates the basic capabili-
ties of the information system developed to assist with this study.

C.2 SYSTEft OVERVIEW

The intcnlation system allows the retrieval of textual material based on
the entry of one or more (key) words or phrases. The keywords are the elements

of the various bases used for classifying the safeguards regulations. Once
the desired text items are located within the database, listings may be

produced . 2t group the associated sections of the regulations.

As currently configured, the information system creates a randomly accessed
database comprised of two data files. The first file, called the " abstract"
file, contains a text identifier and a short descriptive sentence for each
text item. A text item is identified by the paragraph and number of a given
section in the regulations, and the description may be any text provided by
the user, such as the regulation title. A typical abstract record might appear

as:

70.1 (A)( ): SPECIAL NUCLEAR MATERIAL GENERAL PROVISIONS, PURPOSE

The second file is referred to as the " keyword" file. This file contains

one record for each unique keywor d provided by the user. In this application,

keywords may be any of the elements (itams) included in the Safeguards Index

of Appendix A. The record itself contains the keyword and a " pointer" to each
abstract in the abstract file to which that keyword applies. For instance,

the keyword " REQUIREMENT" might apply to three text items, as shown below:

1476 015
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REQUIREMENT: 70.1 (A)( ), 70.2 ( )( ), 71.25 ( ); )

The keyword file structure is indexed to allow random access of any key-
word record, and the pointer; contained within the record allow direct access
of the associated abstract records. This structure allows interactive
retrieval of the text items.

The actual retrieval of abstract text is performed by issuing appropriate
commands and keywords to the system. For example, by issuing the retrieval
command with the keyword "REQUIREhENT", the program will return abstracts
for the three text items as previously shown. However, by further qualifying
the retrieval with additional keywords, the results can be much different.
For instance, issuing the connand with the keyphrase " PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENT"

will return only the text items associated with both words. As presently
implemented, the retrieval program will allow keyword combinations of twe.iy
words.

Five retrieval commands are currently available to the system user:
SEEK, SEEK @, TYPE, PRINT, and QUIT. The basic use and operation of each
command can be described by way of demonstration.

PDS > RUN RETRIEV
11:54:55

KEYWORD RETRIEVAL PROGRAM

ENTER DATABASE NAME: NUCSAFE

Af ter initiating the retrieval program and requesting the database of
interest (in this case "NUCSAFE"), the user may br. gin selecting test items
with the SEEK conmand. For example, all text items which relate to licensing
might be of interest:

? SEEK LICENSING
CURRENT SET CONTAINS 0017 ITEMS.
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Note that the program has found 17 such items. If the user was only interested

in items concerning licensing appeals, the SEEK command may have been entered

differently:

? SEEK LICENSING APPEALS
CURRENT SET CONTAINS 0017 ITEMS.

In this case, the program has only located one text item related to licensing
appeals.

The SEEK @ command allows the user to further qualify the set of items

created by the preceeding retrieval. For example, if after retrieving all
items related to licensing as demonstrated above, the user could further

gaalify his retrieval for licensing appeals:

? SEEK LICENSING
CURRENT SET CONTAINS 0017 ITEMS.
? SEEK @ APPEALS
CURRENT SET CONTAINS 0001 ITEMS.

Note that this sequence has the same results as specifying bot' keywords in a

single retrieval.

The TYPE and PRINT commands allow the user to view the results of his
retrievals. TYPE displays the results at the user terminal while PRINT gener-
ates a printed copy of the results on the system line-printer:

? TYPE
KEYWORDS:
LICEt: SING
APPEALS
ITEMS:
01. 70.14 ( B) ( ): SPECIAL NUCLEAR MATERIAL EXEMPTIONS

? PRINT

The final command, QUIT, ends retrieval processing in an orderly manner,

preserving the integrity of the database files:

? QUIT
<KRP> COMPT.ETED

)h]
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C.3 USE OF THE INFORfiATION SYSTEM

For purposes of this study, the information system was developed to
exhibit its potential utility in toe context of developing a structure for the
safeguards regulations. The system was developed to ease the process of
reviewing the content of the regulations and for determining first-order inter-
actions within the regulations.

The result; given in Chapter 4 classify the contents of various regula-
tions by grouping those wh,'ch are associated with a given base. As was dis-
cussed, each regulation was reviewed and a list structure was prepared for
each. The list structure indicated the bases for which a regulation was deemed
applicable. Furthermore, the elements of that base were marked as covered if
the review so indicated. The resultant list structure developed for the regu-
lations formed the source data for the information system.

In reviewing the overall content of the regulations, the system facili-
tated the search process necessary to link all the requirements with a given
base. For example, consider Base 18, Records and Reports. Figure 4.15 lists

all the requirements that are associated with that base. This same set of
requirements can be established by keying in, under separate entries, each of
the elements of that base.

In addition to identifying all the regulations associated with a given
base, the system inmediately provides a grouping of all the regulations
dealing with a given element. This allows a comparison for possible inter-
actions at the element level.

Although the information system was not extensively used in the struc-
turing process - the Expense of detailed improvements and validation was not
justifiable - it does exhibit potential utility. For example, if an appro-
priate set of categories and elements could be determined that would completely
classify the regulations then those parties concerned with some specific
aspects of the requirements could readily identify those sections or para-
graphs dealing with that topic. This would help streamline the process of

1476 OW
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assuring compliance through the various sections rather than dealing with each
on a section by section basis.

Similarly, the process of regulatory improvements in the form of devel-
opin5 upgrades could be aided by an information system. As was discussed in

Chapter 5 of this report, a systematic structure has the potential to be used
to I) identify gaps in the current requirements and 2) indicate the require-
ments that currently deal with a topic. The search for gaps could be facili-
tated by autornatic retrieval of the current rules. Potential upgrades could

be implemented consistently with advanced knowledge of interfaces with current
requirements.

As mentioned in the preface to this appendix, the system that was imple-
mented is basic in its capabilities. The information system was developed
with minimal expense for purposes of exhibitirg the concept. A number of
improvements to extend the capability of the basic retrieval system were
identified:

Full Text Retrieval. In the configuration currently implemented, the system
presents only a text abstract (Regulation Title) for each retrieval item. An
obvious extension to the system, and one which, from a programming viewpoint,

is relatively simple to implement, is retrieval of the entire text item. This
would allow a search of the actual contents of the requirements in addition to
current method which the requirements in addition to current method which is
based on a subjective classifiation.

ihe major disadvantage of this capability is the time end expense of data
entry for the entire text (i .e. , keypunching). However, as computerized type-

setting becomes further established throughout the printing industry, the
availability of text in corrputer-readable form such as paper ,r magnetic tape
should increase.

Keyword in Context Processing. The e keyword data ased by the retrieval system
in this application was provided directly by the user. Such keyword data most

of ten consists of words describing the c5stract thought or meaning of the text
items, but which may not appear in the text itself. This is referred to as

i476 019"
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" keywords out of context." A variation on this method of keyword selection is
" keywords in context." In this form, significant words actually appearing in
the * e themselves utilized as keys to the items.

Extended Boolean Retrievals. Currently, the keyword retrieval system provides
only for the "AND" combination of retrieval keys. Essentially, this means that
when multiple keywords are provided in the SEEK command, only text items referred
to by al. Of the keys are selected. That is, items with keys AIID Keys AND keys,
etc.

A desirable alternative would provide for "0R" combinations of the
retrieval keys. In this sit: Stion, text items referred to by any one or more
of the specified keys are selected.

Given an underlying structure for the safeguards regulations (e.g., a
complete set of elements and bases) appropriate for organizing their contents,
an information system with the above capabilities would serve to enhance their
understanding. The use of an information system is yet another possible
approacn to simplify understanding of the complex structure of the safeguards
regulations. The methodology developed in the study lends itself to take

advantage of automated methods. The discussion here has only touched upon the
potential of such an application.

The fir. 1 section of this appendix serves to document the development and
use of the system.

C.4 TECHNICAL. OVERVIEW

The keyword retrieval system presentiy consists of three subsystems imple-
mented on a Digital Equipment Corporation PDP 11/70: 1) Keyword Pre-processing,
2) Database Loading and 3) Keyword Retrieval.

Figure 1 is a flow diagram of the Keyword Pre-processing subsystem.
Essentially, this subsystem performs the following operations:

1476 020
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1. Xeyphrase cards are entered into a direct access file, indexed by
their base-number / key-code combination.

2. For each text item, the item identifier (subsection, paragraph,
regulation number) and a short descriptive sentence (regulation

title) are entered via an " abstract" card into the database data
file.

3. Every keyphrase associated with a text item is entered on a " key"
card containing the appropriate text identifier and the keyphrase
index.

4. The name of the new database is established by submitting a "name"

card.

5. The COBOL program "KEYCONV" creates a new database data file, sub-

stituting the parsed keyphrases for each key card input. The new
data file contains one abstract record and a number of keyword

records (one word per record) for each text item.

The keyword pre' rocessing subsystem is application dependent and can be
altered to fit variou., forms of input data. For instance, in this particular

application, the pre-processing was implemented only to reduce data entry
efforts. The addition of computer-generated keyword capabilities would, for

example, replace the current pre-processor.

Figure 2 contains a flow diagram of the Database Loading subsystem.
Essentially, this system creates the direct access computer files used by the
retrieval subsystem, using for input the data file created by the pre-processing
routine. The COBOL program "BLDABS" creates the direct access abstract file

and appends the abstract " pointer" to the appropriate keyword records. The

"BLDKEY" program then creates the indexed keyword file containing a single
record for each unique keyword. These keyword records contain the pointers to

abstract records associated with the key.

C-3 1476 021
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The final subsystem, shown in Figure 2, controls interactive Keyword
Retrievals. Once the database is loaded and operational, this is the only
subsystem required for use of the keyword retrieval system.

Retrievals are initiated by typing RUN RETRIEV on the computer terminal.
The program will first prompt the user to enter the name of the database to be
accessed. If the database files are successfully opened, retrieval commands
will be prompted by a question mark (?).

PD > RUN RETRIEVE
12:02:31
KEYWORD RETRIEVAL PROGRAM
ENTER DATABASE NAME: NUCSAFE

?

1476 024
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